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Abstract
For most of the recent evolutionary history of plants, atmospheric CO2 concentrations
have been far below modern values. However, little is known about how plants grown in
a low CO2 environment balance their carbon demand for growth while meeting their
requirement for nitrogen acquisition, the establishment of mycorrhizal fungal
associations, and the production of defense compounds. Here, I investigated how low
CO2 affects Elymus canadensis and Picea mariana by comparing their growth at low and
current CO2 concentrations. I found that reduced N availability exacerbated low CO2
effects on growth, and reduced stomatal index and N isotope composition, indicating that
the use of these variables as paleo-indicators can be influenced by N availability.
Mycorrhizal association was enhanced in low-CO2 plants, and increased root N but
decreased root δ15N, which could skew the interpretation of δ15N when comparing nonand mycorrhizal ancient plant samples. Growth at low CO2 decreased the formation and
size of resin ducts and terpene production, suggesting that plants growing at past CO 2
conditions had reduced capacity to chemically defend against herbivory.

Keywords
Plant physiology, photosynthesis, plant growth, sub-ambient CO2, nitrogen isotopes,
carbon isotopes, mycorrhizae, resin duct, terpene.
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Summary for Lay Audience
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is an atmospheric gas essential to plant life as plants use CO2 in
photosynthesis to produce the energy necessary for growth. In the past, atmospheric CO2
concentrations were far below the levels observed today, which limited plant growth. By
studying plants grown at the low CO2 concentrations of the past we can learn about how
plants thrived in an environment where carbon resources were limiting, and recreate
ancient dynamics between plants and their environment. In my thesis, I compared the
performance of Canada wild rye (Elymus canadensis) and black spruce (Picea mariana)
grown at modern CO2 concentrations and CO2 conditions that occurred 20,000 years ago,
when CO2 concentrations were less than half the levels observed today. I investigated
how plants growing under such past conditions were affected by the availability of
nitrogen, a soil nutrient essential for plants. I also compared the association between
plants and fungi when grown at low and ambient CO2 conditions. Lastly, I examined
whether plants growing at low CO2 conditions would be able to form compounds that are
used as defense against herbivory. I found that nitrogen availability and association with
fungi alter certain plant traits that are used in the study of ancient plant samples, and thus
the present use of these traits may require reconsideration. I also found that plants
growing at the low CO2 conditions of the past associated more closely with fungi, which
helped increase plant access of nitrogen. Finally, I observed that low CO2-grown plants
not only had reduced growth but also had a decreased ability to form defensive
compounds called terpenes. In other words, plants in the past had a lower capacity to
defend against parasites and herbivores compared to modern plants.
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Chapter 1

1

General Introduction

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the substrate required for photosynthetic production of
carbohydrates, the basic form of energy used by all living organisms (Farquhar and
Sharkey, 2003; Stick, 2001). As a major limitation for photosynthesis and plant growth,
changes in CO2 availability, can have significant effects on plant productivity and
evolution (Bazzaz and Bazzaz, 1996; Cowling and Sykes, 1999). For instance, the C4
photosynthetic pathway, which concentrates CO2 at the site of carboxylation, may have
evolved as a mechanism to enhance photosynthetic rates during low CO2 periods (Sage,
2004). In recent decades, CO2 emissions have been accelerating at a global scale due to
fossil-fuel burning and land use change (Andres et al., 2012; Hofmann et al., 2006;
Keeling, 1973; Raupach et al., 2007). However, as shown in Figure 1.1, CO2
concentrations have been below 270 ppm for the millennia before the Industrial
Revolution; concentrations were as low as 180 ppm by the end of the Last Glacial
Maximum, about 20,000 years ago (Augustin et al., 2004; Petit et al., 1999).
Despite the prevalence of low CO2 conditions over the recent evolutionary history of
plants, studies investigating plant responses to low atmospheric CO2 concentrations are
fewer than those examining the effects of future higher CO2 levels. Nevertheless, the
literature provides several instances where modern plants exposed to low CO2
concentrations of the past had their fitness significantly altered when compared to those
grown at ambient CO2 concentrations. For instance, growth at low CO2 decreases
photosynthetic rates and, consequently, biomass production (Agüera et al., 2006;
Cowling and Sage, 1998; Polley et al., 1993; Sage, 1995; Sage and Cowling, 1999;
Temme et al., 2013), increases time to flowering, and hinders reproduction (Tissue et al.,
1995; Ward et al., 2000; Ward and Strain, 1997). Low CO2 may have even influenced
the timing of when agriculture became feasible, as biomass production was too low to
support the level of productivity required for the successful establishment of agriculture
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(Sage, 1995). Therefore, a strong foundational knowledge of plant responses to the low
CO2 concentrations of the past is needed to enhance our understanding of plant
evolutionary patterns and net primary productivity over geologic time scales (Gerhart and
Ward, 2010).
While previous studies have established that growth at low CO2 conditions limits plant
development, advancing low CO2 studies into a more ecologically relevant context
requires the consideration of other biotic and abiotic environmental factors influencing
plant growth. For instance, nitrogen (N) is considered one of the most growth-limiting
nutrient in many ecosystems, both currently and in the past (Canfield et al., 2010;
Falkowski, 1997). However, no studies so far have investigated how plants grown in low
CO2 environments meet their N requirements, despite the high variability of forms and
quantity of nitrogen that are naturally available to plants (Stevenson et al., 1999; Wardle,
1992). Similarly, the interaction between plants and mycorrhizal fungi has been an
important phenomenon across geological time scales (Cairney, 2000; Smith and Read,
2008). While much is uncertain about how this symbiosis will respond to future high CO2
levels (Mohan et al., 2014), even less is known about how the exchange of nutrients
between plants and fungi functioned in past low CO2 environments. In addition,
considering that growth at low CO2 concentrations limits primary metabolic functions
that sustain growth, it is unlikely that plants growing under such conditions could allocate
considerable resources to secondary metabolites, such as defense compounds, in a
manner similar to modern plants (War et al., 2012). This assumption, however, has never
been tested.
Such explorations are not only important to expand our understanding of plant responses
to temporal changes in CO2 levels, but can also offer new insights to paleo-inferences
based on fossil plant samples dating from low CO2 periods, including anatomical features
used for plant fossil identification and the isotope composition of plant tissues.
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Figure 1.1. Atmospheric CO2 concentrations over the last million years. Data since
1960 have been directly measured by The Earth System Research Laboratory in The
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Office (NOAA); prior to that, CO2
concentrations are derived from a range of paleo-indicators (pink, foraminifera; blue, ice
cores; green, stomata). Specific timepoints are marked by diamonds: yellow, Last Glacial
Maximum; orange, Industrial Revolution; red, present time. Data extracted from Beerling
and Chaloner (1994); Lüthi et al. (2008); Monnin et al. (2001); NOAA/ESRL; Petit et al.
(1999).
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This thesis contains the projects I developed to answer the gaps in the literature outlined
above. Chapter 2 describes the effects that different N sources have on plant growth,
photosynthesis, and N isotope composition in Elymus canadensis grown at low CO2
concentrations. In Chapter 3, the association between E. canadensis and the mycorrhizal
fungus Glomus intrarradices at low CO2 conditions is investigated, including growth
parameters, fungal colonization, and carbon (C) and N isotope compositions. Chapter 4
describes how Picea mariana seedlings grown at ambient and sub-ambient CO2
concentrations differ in their ability to allocate resources to defense components, such as
resin ducts and terpenes. The choice of species for each experiment is discussed within
the context of each chapter. Below, the effects of growth at low CO2 concentrations on
plant C and N dynamics and C and N isotope composition of plant tissues are reviewed.
The functioning of the plant-mycorrhizal symbiosis, and possible low CO2 effects on this
association, are then discussed, followed by a summary of our current understanding of
the effects of changing growth CO2 concentrations on the production of plant defense
compounds.

1.1 Carbon and nitrogen dynamics in plants
Nitrogen and carbon metabolism in plants are intrinsically related since C-skeletons and
reductants necessary for N assimilation originate from the major C fluxes (i.e.,
photosynthesis, photorespiration, and respiration), while N is an essential constituent of
metabolic functions responsible for building the photosynthetic apparatus and sustaining
growth (Nunes-Nesi et al., 2010; Tegeder and Masclaux-Daubresse, 2017). Thus, by
modulating rates of C exchange, growth CO2 concentrations also determine the ability of
plants to assimilate N.
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1.1.1

Low CO2 effects on carbon fluxes

Growth CO2 concentrations have direct impacts on C cycling in plants by influencing the
rates of the major leaf C fluxes: photosynthesis, photorespiration, and respiration. CO 2 is
the substrate for photosynthesis, which is the incorporation of C from CO2 by the enzyme
ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco) into plant tissues using light
energy (Farquhar and von Caemmerer, 1982). CO2 availability, and consequently the
ratio of CO2/O2, also regulates photorespiration, which is a biochemical process in plants
where Rubisco, due to its dual function as both a carboxylase and an oxygenase, fixes
molecular oxygen (O2) and releases previously fixed CO2 (Peterhansel and Maurino,
2011). In turn, the availability of photosynthetically produced carbohydrates is the energy
source for respiration. Respiration is the energy-conserving process that generates the
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) needed for cell maintenance and growth, and is common to
all living organisms (Millar et al., 2011). These three processes are discussed in more
detail below.

1.1.1.1

Photosynthesis

As shown in Figure 1.2, photosynthesis begins with the absorption of a photon that
excites a specialized chlorophyll, P680, leading to the ejection of an electron from P680
(Taiz and Zeiger, 2010). This electron is transported through the photosynthetic electron
transport chain to the final electron acceptor (NADP+) via a series of redox reactions that
include the absorption of a second photon by the antenna system of photosystem I,
producing the reductant NADPH. Along the way, a proton gradient is created across the
thylakoid membrane and this gradient generates ATP via an ATP synthase. Much of the
energy and reducing power created in photosynthetic electron transport is used in the
chloroplast stroma in the Calvin-Benson cycle. In this cycle, CO2 is fixed to ribulose-1,5bisphosphate (RuBP) by the enzyme Rubisco, producing 3-phosphoglycerate (PGA).
This PGA is converted to 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate (which requires ATP), and then
reduced to glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (G3P), a reaction that consumes NADPH. Some
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of the G3P is used to regenerate RuBP (a process that also uses ATP), while the rest is
used to make glucose and other sugars.
Photosynthesis measurements are usually reported as net CO2 assimilation rates (Anet),
which consists of total CO2 assimilation from photosynthesis minus rates of CO2 lost
from photorespiration and that of respired CO2 (Rabinowitch, 1951). In the Farquhar, von
Caemmerer, and Berry (1980) biochemical model of photosynthesis, Anet is limited by
either Rubisco limitations, RuBP-regeneration limitations, or triose phosphate utilization
(TPU) limitations (Figure 1.3). Depending on the leaf internal CO2 concentration and
temperature, different biochemical limitations will limit Anet (Busch and Sage, 2017;
Farquhar et al., 1980; Sage and Kubien, 2007). At low CO2 concentrations, Rubisco
limitations prevail because there is insufficient CO2 to saturate Rubisco carboxylation
rates, but Rubisco oxygenation rates are high (i.e., photorespiration), assuming that the
supply of RuBP is saturating. Thus, photosynthesis is limited by the maximum
carboxylation rate of Rubisco (Vcmax). But as CO2 substrate availability increases at
higher CO2 concentrations, photorespiration is increasingly suppressed. Under these
conditions, either the ability of electron transport to support the regeneration of RuBP or
other reactions within the Calvin Cycle itself become limiting for photosynthesis, such
that photosynthesis is limited by the maximum electron transport rate (Jmax) (Farquhar et
al., 1980). At very high CO2 concentrations, the ability to convert triose phosphates into
sucrose and starch, and thereby to release inorganic phosphorous, puts an upper ceiling
on Anet (Sharkey, 1985).
With limited substrate for photosynthesis, growth at low CO2 greatly decreases Anet
(Polley et al., 1993; Sage, 1995; Tissue et al., 1995), and consequently biomass
production (Agüera et al., 2006; Li et al., 2014; Sage and Coleman, 2001; Temme et al.,
2015). In the experiments reviewed by Sage (1995), C3 species (such as wheat, oat, bean,
and rice) had a photosynthetic performance between 25 and 50 % lower at 200 ppm CO2
than at 360 ppm. Cowling and Sage (1998) found that total biomass declined up to 77 %
when Phaseolus vulgaris was grown at 200 ppm in comparison to 380 ppm CO2. A
recent meta-analysis by Temme et al. (2013) found that a 50 % reduction in growth CO2
decreased Anet by 38 % and biomass by 47 %. However, while the decrease in Anet is well-
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established, it is still difficult to generalize how Vcmax and Jmax respond to growth at low
CO2 conditions. The literature presents few examples where these variables were
measured in low CO2-grown plants, and the few results are highly variable, with
increases in the rate of both parameters (Ripley et al., 2013), increased Vcmax but not Jmax
(Anderson et al., 2001), or no change in Vcmax and Jmax between low CO2- and ambient
CO2-grown plants (Cunniff et al., 2017).
In order to cope with the low photosynthetic rates imposed by their C-limited
environment, low CO2-grown plants commonly develop mechanisms to enhance CO2
uptake. These include increased stomatal density and aperture to increase the influx of
CO2 through the stomata (Elliott-Kingston et al., 2016; Franks et al., 2012), and higher
expression of Rubisco and its activating enzyme, Rubisco activase, in order to enhance
carboxylation rates (Sage and Coleman, 2001). Despite these adjustments, however, the
decrease in productivity in low CO2-grown plants is ubiquitous across low CO2 studies
(Ehleringer et al. 2005; Cunniff et al. 2017; Temme et al. 2013).
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Figure 1.2. Simplified schematic of photosynthesis. Rubisco, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate
carboxylase/oxygenase; PSII, photosystem II; P680, photosystem II primary donor; PSI,
photosystem I; P700, photosystem I primary donor; NADPH, nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate; ATP, adenosine triphosphate; 3-PGA, 3-phosphoglycerate; G3P,
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate; RuBP, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate. Figure modified from
Taiz and Zeiger (2010).
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Figure 1.3. Photosynthetic CO2 response curve based on the Farquhar, Berry and
von Caemmerer (1980) biochemical model of photosynthesis. The measurement of net
CO2 assimilation rates (Anet) across a range of intercellular CO2 concentrations (Ci) is
used to derive the biochemical limitation of Anet from the maximum carboxylation rates
of Rubisco (Vcmax, Ac, red line), and the maximum electron transport rates (Jmax, Aj, blue
line). The limiting rate (black line) is determined as the minimum Anet from the two
biochemical limitations, which fits the measured observations. Data from Elymus
canadensis, as described in Chapter 2.
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1.1.1.2

Photorespiration

While Rubisco can fix CO2 in photosynthesis, Rubisco is a dual function enzyme that can
both carboxylate and oxygenate RuBP (Spreitzer and Salvucci, 2002). As shown in
Figure 1.4, in contrast to the two molecules of PGA produced in a carboxylation event,
oxygenation of RuBP by Rubisco produces one molecule of PGA and one of 2phosphoglycolate (PG). As PG is toxic if it accumulates in plant cells (Zelitch et al.,
2009), it must be processed via photorespiration. The PG is converted to glycolate, which
is shuttled to the peroxisome, where it is converted to glyoxylate and then (with the
addition of NH2) into glycine. This glycine is converted to serine in the mitochondria,
releasing a molecule each of CO2 and NH4, and consuming NADH2. The serine is
shuttled back to the peroxisome where it is converted to pyruvate and then glycerate, with
the latter reaction consuming more NADH2. The glycerate can then be phosphorylated to
form PGA in the chloroplast, at the cost of an ATP, while another ATP is used in
photorespiration to produce the glutamate needed to provide NH2 for the production of
glycine. Therefore, overall, photorespiration consumes ATP and reducing power, while
releasing previously fixed CO2.
Photorespiration has long been considered a wasteful process that reduces the overall
energy efficiency of C assimilation (Andrews, 1978; Maurino and Peterhansel, 2010;
Spreitzer and Salvucci, 2002). However, recent studies have shown that photorespiration
can have an important role in nitrogen assimilation by providing reductant for nitrate
(NO3-) reduction (Bloom et al., 2014; Busch et al., 2018; Rachmilevitch et al., 2004): as
photorespiration rates increase at low CO2, NO3- assimilation may be facilitated in low
CO2- compared to ambient CO2-grown plants (see Figure 1.5 and Section 1.1.2).
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Figure

1.4.

Photorespiratory

pathway.

Rubisco,

ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate

carboxylase/oxygenase; PG, phosphoglycolate; G3P, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate; RuBP,
ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate; NADPH, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate; ATP,
adenosine triphosphate. Figure modified from Taiz and Zeiger (2010).
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Figure 1.5. Simplified schematic of enzymes and substrates involved in inorganic N
conversion that are derived from the photosynthetic and photorespiratory
pathways. Nitrate (NO3-) is converted to nitrite (NO2-) by nitrate reductase (NR) using
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH). Nitrite reductase (NiR), using reduced
ferredoxin (Fdred) as an electron donor, reduces NO2- to ammonium (NH4+). NH4+ is then
converted to glutamine by glutamine synthase (GS), while glutamine 2-oxoglutarate
aminotransferase (GOGAT) converts glutamine and 2-oxoglutarate into glutamate.
NADH, Fdred, and 2-oxoglutarate are produced during the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle,
which is fueled by sugar phosphates produced during photosynthetic CO2 assimilation by
Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco). Malate derived from
photorespiration (O2 fixation by Rubisco) generates NADH and can also be used during
the reduction of NO3- to NO2- in the cytoplasm. Figure derived from Andrews et al.
(2013), Dutilleul et al. (2005), Krapp (2015), Nunes-Nesi et al. (2010), and Xu et al.
(2012).
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1.1.1.3

Respiration

Respiration involves the breakdown of glucose formed via photosynthesis to produce
ATP to fuel plant metabolism (Plaxton and Podestá, 2006). Glucose is initially broken
into pyruvate (glycolysis), which is oxidized to form acetyl-CoA, releasing a molecule of
CO2. The acetyl-CoA then enters the tricarboxylic acid pathway, where it is oxidized to
CO2, producing reductants for use in the mitochondrial electron transport chain.
Oxidation of these reductants (and succinate, which is also created in the Citric Acid
cycle) generates a proton gradient across the inner membrane of the mitochondria that
drives ATP synthesis. Both respiration and photorespiration consume O2 and release
CO2, but mitochondrial respiration occurs in both the light and in the dark, unlike
photorespiration, which operates only in the light.
Possible effects of growth at low CO2 conditions on respiration, however, have been
scarcely explored. Decreased respiration rates in low CO2-grown plants may be expected
due to reduced carbohydrate availability and a lower demand for respiratory activity
under a low growth rate environment. Indeed, this hypothesis aligns with the findings of
Gonzàlez-Meler et al. (2009), who observed decreased respiration rates in Arabidopsis
thaliana grown at 200 ppm compared to 370 ppm. Cowling and Sage (1998), however,
found that respiration rates in low CO2-grown Phaseolus vulgaris varied depending on
growth temperature. Since these two studies seem to be the only available works that
directly measured respiration in plants grown from seed at low CO2 conditions, more data
is required before a better understanding of respiratory regulation in low CO 2-grown
plants can be built.

1.1.2

Nitrogen assimilation in plants

Nitrogen is a highly mobile element circulating between the atmosphere, soil and living
organisms, and is involved in the formation of major macromolecules in plants, such as
proteins, nucleic acids, and chlorophyll (Krapp, 2015; Mengel et al., 2001). Nitrogen has
been a major limitation on plant productivity in many terrestrial ecosystems on geological
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timescales (Canfield et al. 2010; Falkowski 1997). Nitrogen is particularly limiting in
temperate and higher latitude ecosystems where nitrification rates are low (Galloway et
al., 2004), and currently also limits plant yield in most agricultural systems (Robertson
and Vitousek, 2009). Nitrogen is available for plant uptake in organic forms, mostly as
amino acids, and as inorganic compounds, mainly as nitrate (NO3-) and ammonium
(NH4+) (Lipson and Nasholm, 2001; Nacry et al., 2013). Which N form is more readily
available to plants depends on soil properties, such as grain size, pH, and ion exchange
capacity, as well the soil microbiota (Stevenson et al., 1999; Wardle, 1992).
A simplified schematic of NO3- reduction is shown in Figure 1.5. First, NO3- is reduced to
nitrite (NO2-) by nitrate reductase (NR), using NADH; NO2- is then converted to NH4+ by
nitrite reductase (NiR) (Foyer and Noctor 2006). NH4+ that has been converted from NO3or taken up from the soil is then assimilated via the glutamine synthetase (GS)/glutamine
2-oxoglutarate aminotransferase (GOGAT) cycle into glutamine and glutamate (Krapp
2015). Levels of cytoplasmic NADH depend on photorespiration rates, since malate is
exported during photorespiration from the chloroplast to the peroxisome, where it
generates NADH (Rachmilevitch et al., 2004). Increased cytoplasmatic NADH levels at
low CO2 could then enhance NO3- reduction, which contrasts with elevated CO2 studies
where decreased photorespiration rates have been shown to decrease NO3- reduction
(Bloom et al., 2010; 2012).
The dynamics of N uptake and assimilation from different N sources may be different
between plants grown at past low CO2 levels in comparison to modern plants, since
photosynthetic rates decrease while photorespiration increases at low CO2 growth
conditions. First, meeting the energy requirements for N assimilation at low CO 2
becomes more challenging due to the limited carbohydrate supply (Pace et al., 1990;
Sage and Coleman, 2001). Second, the photorespiratory process, which is enhanced at
low CO2, can provide an additional source of reductant availability for the reduction of
NO3- (Busch et al., 2018; Rachmilevitch et al., 2004).
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1.1.3

Stable Carbon and Nitrogen isotope compositions in plants

Isotopes are atoms with the same number of protons and electrons but different numbers
of neutrons. They are denoted based on their atomic mass, for example, in 12C the number
12 represents the sum of 6 neutrons and 6 protons. Stable isotopes are those that are
energetically stable and do not decay, meaning they are not radioactive (Sharp, 2007).
Since isotopic differences are exceedingly small, isotopic compositions (δ) are expressed
in parts per thousand deviation from an accepted standard as:
δ(‰) = (

𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 −𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑
𝑅5𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑

)

where R is the ratio between the heavy to light isotope for the sample (Rsample) and the
standard (Rstandard) (Sharp, 2007).
The natural abundance of the heavier and rarer C and N stable isotopes ( 13C and
respectively) relative to the more abundant isotopes

12

C and

14

15

N,

N, defined as δ13C and

δ15N, are commonly used indicators with several applications in plant biology and
paleoecology (Breecker, 2017; Farquhar et al., 1989; Michener and Lajtha, 2007). The
primary characterization of C isotope composition in plant tissues is based on the
discrimination against 13C that occurs during photosynthesis. Molecules of 13C-containing
CO2 diffuse more slowly than
discriminates against

13

12

CO2 molecules, and the enzyme Rubisco further

C during photosynthesis (Farquhar et al., 1982, 1989). The

resulting δ13C of plant tissues is thus dependent on CO2 supply through the stomata and
enzymatic demand for CO2 (Cernusak et al., 2013; Farquhar et al., 1982; Michener and
Lajtha, 2007).
Some of the many applications of plant δ13C include the use of leaf δ13C to identify
photosynthetic pathways, i.e., C3, C4, or CAM (Farquhar et al., 1989). In C3
photosynthesis, the diffusion of CO2 through the stomata has an apparent fractionation of
about 4.4 ‰ and Rubisco discriminates against

13

C by about 29 ‰. The competition

between these two processes produces an average δ13C of about −27 ‰ for C3 plants
utilizing atmospheric CO2 with δ13C of about −8 ‰ (Sharp, 2007). C4 photosynthesis,
however, is initially catalyzed by a different enzyme, phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP)
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carboxylase, which has a discrimination of approximately −6 ‰ during CO2 fixation
(Farquhar, 1983). PEP carboxylase then produces C4 compounds that are catabolized in
the bundle sheath cells, resulting in the release of CO2, which accumulates around
Rubisco, suppressing photorespiration and stimulating photosynthesis (Ehleringer and
Pearcy, 1983). A small amount of 13C-enriched CO2 leaks from the bundle sheath, which
slightly lowers the δ13C of the CO2 left for fixation. These processes, coupled with the
initial diffusive fractionation of ~4.4 ‰ for atmospheric CO2 entering the stomata, causes
C4 plants to have a more positive δ13C than C3 species: −13 ‰ on average (Berry, 1989).
The Crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM) pathway relies on the same enzymes as the C4
pathway, but there is a temporal segregation in the activity of the enzymes involved, as
well as reduced CO2 leakage, since cells are large and succulent, and thus the average
δ13C in CAM plants clusters around −11 ‰ (Farquhar, 1983). However, some species use
the CAM pathway facultatively, switching between C3 and CAM photosynthesis,
resulting in the δ13C of facultative CAM plants ranging between −11 ‰ and −27 ‰
(Farquhar, 1983).
The δ13C of tree rings can also be used to derive environmental conditions during tree
growth (Lipp et al., 1991; McCarroll and Loader, 2004). For example, the δ13C of the
cellulose found in tree rings can be used as a record of shifts in atmospheric CO2
concentrations, changes in temperature that affect C assimilation, and rates of respiration
of the surrounding vegetation (Lipp et al., 1991; Mazany et al., 1980). A similar use to
this indicator can be applied in paleo-reconstructions, and the δ13C of fossil samples can
be used, for example, to derive past atmospheric CO2 concentrations (Cui and Schubert,
2016; Penuelas and Azcon-Bieto, 1992), identify plant functional types (Brooks et al.,
1997; Porter et al., 2017), and characterize extreme weather events that changed plant
community composition in the past (Hoetzel et al., 2013; Keeley and Rundel, 2005). The
carbon isotope composition of other plant tissues can also be used to identify
photosynthetic pathways and environmental conditions. For instance, Hoetzel et al.
(2013) used the δ13C of plant waxes to reconstruct the expansion of C4 grasses after
intense fire activity that occurred during the Pliocene (between 8 and 3 million years
ago).
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The δ15N of different plant tissues is highly variable (from –10 to +10 ‰; Evans, 2001).
Such variation results from differences in the δ15N of the N sources available to plants
(e.g., NH3+ vs NH4-), which depends on the N formation process (e.g., mineralization,
nitrification), and, within plant tissues, are a product of enzymatic discrimination against
the heavier N isotope (Hogberg, 1997). Different N sources are taken up and assimilated
in plants through diverse mechanisms whose isotopic discrimination is mostly regulated
by external N availability (Evans, 2001; Robinson, 2001). Nitrate reductase, the enzyme
responsible for nitrate assimilation in roots and leaves, shows a barely detectable
discrimination against

15

N; however, as nitrate availability increases in the growing

medium, isotopic discrimination can proportionally shift from 0 to about –4 ‰ (Hogberg,
1997). Isotopic discrimination during ammonium assimilation can occur during the active
transport of ammonium into roots cells, and enzymatic discrimination by glutamine
synthetase (Yoneyama et al., 1991; Evans, 2001). Discrimination also depends on
ammonium availability as, for instance, Yoneyama et al. (1991) found that δ15N in Oryza
sativa shifted from +4.1 to +12.6 ‰ when the ammonium concentration in the growth
medium increased from 1.4 to 7.3 mM.
Plant δ15N has also been a valuable tool for animal paleobiologic studies in the
reconstruction of ancient food webs (Boecklen et al., 2011). Primary producers provide
food sources with distinct δ15N profiles that will be reflected in the tissues of consumers
(Casey and Post, 2011). The δ15N of bulk collagen of consumers usually reflects the
isotopic composition of the plants being consumed, with a
per trophic level (Garten et al., 2008); the average
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15

N enrichment of 2 to 5 ‰

N-enrichment is typically ~3.4 ‰

(Minagawa and Wada, 1984; Post, 2002). Much of our current understanding of N
fractionation in plants, however, derives from the functioning of N dynamics in extant
species grown under modern CO2 concentrations (Krapp, 2015). Thus, verifying potential
shifts in N discrimination when plants are exposed to low growth CO2 conditions could
help validate assumptions based on δ15N from plant samples dating from low-CO2
periods of geological time.
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1.2

Plant-mycorrhizal interactions

Mycorrhizal associations are defined as the mutualistic symbiotic association between
soil fungi and plant roots, functioning through the reciprocal exchange of mineral and
organic resources (Johnson et al., 1997). Mycorrhizal fungi are classified into four types
according to their morphology and common choice of host plant: arbuscular, ericoid,
orchid, and ectomycorrhizae (Brundrett and Tedersoo, 2018). Arbuscular mycorrhizae
(Figure 1.6) is the most abundant group, occurring in more than 73 % of all known
vascular plants to form mycorrhizal associations (Brundrett, 2009). Arbuscular
mycorrhizae are also the most ancient type of mycorrhizal fungi, being found in fossils
estimated to be more than 460 million years old (Redecker et al., 2000). The arbuscular
colonization starts after the contact between the fungal hyphae and the root epidermis
where the fungus grows into the root cortex and develops highly branched hyphal
structures called arbuscules (Gutjahr and Parniske, 2013). The arbuscules are then
surrounded by a plant-derived periarbuscular membrane that forms an interface for
nutrient exchange between the plant and the fungus (Lanfranco et al., 2018).
While the arbuscular mycorrhizal association has been established to be beneficial to both
the fungi and plant host, there is considerable uncertainty regarding the extent to which
its benefits are maintained under varying growth CO2 concentrations (Becklin et al.,
2016; Tang et al., 2009). For instance, in elevated CO2 studies, there are examples where
mycorrhizal colonization and plant growth are enhanced at elevated compared to ambient
CO2 growth conditions (Lovelock et al., 1996; Rillig et al., 1999), while in others,
mycorrhizal colonization only benefits certain plant groups (Tang et al., 2009), or no
change in colonization is observed (Allen et al., 2005; Clark et al., 2009). Similarly, the
only available study that investigated mycorrhizal association in low CO2-grown plants
(Becklin et al., 2016) found that association with arbuscular mycorrhizae had opposite
effects on the growth of two Taraxacum species.
Despite the scarcity of data on mycorrhizal associations at low CO2 conditions, it is likely
that the exchange of resources in this association at low CO2 concentrations of the past
differ from the plant-fungal interaction observed in current CO2 conditions. This
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mutualism has been considered evolutionarily stable due to its bidirectional control,
where plants reward the best fungal partners with more carbohydrates, while the fungi
increase nutrient transfer to roots that offer more carbohydrates (Kiers et al., 2011). With
reduced photosynthesis and carbohydrate production caused by limited CO2 availability,
plants grown at low CO2 conditions would have a decreased capacity to allocate C
compounds to the fungi. In turn, hyphal growth and nutrient uptake and transfer,
especially nitrogen and phosphorus, from the mycorrhizae to the plant might be reduced.
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Figure 1.6. Root colonization by an arbuscular mycorrhizal fungus. Cartoon
illustration of an arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi inside root cells showing the arbuscules
(tree-like structures) connected to hyphae (purple lines). To the right, light microscopy
showing arbuscules of Glomus intraradices indicated by the arrow.
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As C and N dynamics between plants and fungi is influenced by changes in CO2
availability (Alberton et al., 2005; Treseder, 2004), there could be differences in the δ13C
and δ15N between non-mycorrhizal and mycorrhizal plants growing at past low CO2
conditions. In plants growing at ambient CO2 conditions, arbuscular mycorrhizal
association can reduce discrimination against

13

C by stimulating increased plant water-

use efficiency (Querejeta et al., 2006, 2003). Additionally, the organic N transferred from
the fungus to the plant is usually depleted of

15

N due to enzymatic reactions within the

fungi (Hobbie et al., 2005). Thus, investigating plant C and N isotope compositions of
mycorrhizal plants grown at past low CO2 levels can offer new insights to interpreting
isotope signals from ancient plant samples known to form mycorrhizal associations.

1.3
Effects of growth CO2 on defense compound
production

The production of defensive compounds is a major plant strategy against herbivory and
parasitism (Karban and Baldwin, 2007). The production of such compounds, however, is
usually highly costly to the C budget of plants (Zangerl and Bazzaz, 1992). Thus, plants
must balance C investment between primary functions to sustain growth and the
production of defense elements that enhance their fitness (Baldwin, 2010; Hartmann,
1996; Holopainen, 2004).
Defense compounds deter herbivory through two major mechanisms: anti-nutrition and
toxicity (Chen, 2008). Anti-nutrition refers to limiting food access to herbivore, for
example, by fortifying cell walls or attracting natural enemies of the attacking herbivore.
Toxicity refers to the metabolites produced by plants that can disturb digestion or inhibit
hormonal pathways in the herbivore (Chen, 2008). Many classes of metabolites are
produced with defensive functions, including terpenes, alkenes, alcohols, esters, and
other secondary compounds (Kesselmeier and Staudt, 1999; Peñuelas and Llusià, 2003).
Terpenes, which are C-based compounds formed by isoprene units (C5), are the most
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abundant group of volatile organic compound emitted by plants, and form the majority of
the compounds present in tree resin (Holopainen, 2004; Langenheim, 1990; Pichersky
and Raguso, 2018).
Resins are mixtures of terpenes and phenolic compounds produced in internal ducts or
specialized glands of plants (Langenheim, 1990). Resin ducts form specialized secretory
structures to store resins and contain their potential toxic effect to metabolic functions of
the surrounding cells (Langenheim, 1994). In conifers, resin duct size and density can be
used as indicators of resin production and overall host resistance against herbivory and
pathogens (Boucher et al., 2001; Martin et al., 2002; Tomlin and Borden, 1997). Often,
extant conifers display a fixed number and position of ducts in their needles, such that
this anatomical feature is consistent within a taxonomic level (Wu and Hu, 1997), and is
thus commonly used in the identification of fossil samples (Falcon-Lang et al., 2016;
Harland et al., 2007; Manum et al., 2000; Zidianakis et al., 2016). However, if plants are
exposed to conditions (such as low CO2 concentrations) that limit terpene, and
consequently resin production, it is unknown whether the formation of these structures
would also be affected.
According to the carbon-nutrient balance hypothesis (Bryant et al., 1983), allocation to
defense compounds depends on C and nutrient availability and the relationship of the
concentration of these elements to growth rate. This hypothesis predicts that C and N will
be allocated to the production of secondary metabolites only after the main requirements
for growth have been met (Hamilton et al., 2001). Since this hypothesis was put forward,
there has been much consideration given to possible effects of increased atmospheric CO 2
on plant defenses (Fajer et al., 1992; Noctor and Mhamdi, 2017; Staudt et al., 2001;
Zavala et al., 2012). Intuitively, conditions that favor the accumulation of non-structural
carbohydrates, such as elevated CO2, would be expected to increase defense compound
concentrations (Mohan et al., 2006; Novick et al., 2012). In contrast, as low CO2
concentrations constrain growth, allocation to secondary compounds may be suppressed.
However, changes in the production of defense compounds induced by elevated CO2
seem to be species-specific (Peñuelas and Estiarte, 1998; Robinson et al., 2012; Zavala et
al., 2012), and increases in C allocation to such compounds have been shown to occur
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only when water or nutrients are limiting (Lambers, 1993). So far, no studies have
analyzed how low CO2 impacts the allocation of resources to defense compounds; such
studies could underpin a better understanding of plant-animal interactions in the recent
evolutionary past when carbon was limiting.

1.4
A caveat in low-CO2 studies: The possibility of plant
adaptation since low-CO2 periods
While on geological time scales low CO2 periods seem not distant, it can be argued that
since the last low CO2 period enough time may has passed for modern genotypes to adapt
to rising CO2 conditions. Especially considering that evolutionary changes in certain
plant traits may take place relatively fast: for instance, Franks et al. (2007) showed that
the evolutionary changes in the flowering time in Brassica rapa happened over the span
of seven years as adaptative shifts occurred due to changes in precipitation. Thus, since
20,000 years ago, at the end of the LGM when CO2 was a as low as 180 ppm (Petit et al.,
1999), plant species that were more physiologically plastic may have adapted traits to
explore the increasing availability of atmospheric CO2.
Furthermore, Gerhart and Ward (2010) suggested that since plants can readily alter
biochemical and biophysical process (i.e. acclimate) to changes in growth CO2 levels, the
response of modern genotypes may not precisely represent past genotype responses to
past CO2 levels. Thus, the plant responses to growth at low CO2 conditions discussed
above may represent short-term physiological adjustments instead of the adaptive
capability of plants to respond to low growth CO2. In this context, it is important to
distinguish acclimation as the short-term physiological, structural or biochemical
adjustments induced by an environmental stimulus, and adaptation as the response of a
species to an environmental stimulus that persists over multiple generations (Smith and
Dukes, 2013). While whether plants have adapted to cope with rising CO2 levels since the
LGM is uncertain, modern plant genotypes represent in most cases the only subjects
available for low CO2 studies.
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1.5

Research questions and hypothesis

There is still much to be investigated regarding how a low CO2-world influenced plant
physiological and biochemical processes, particularly since plant C and N cycling in past
C-limited environments had implications for plant defense, mycorrhizal interactions and
the baseline isotopic composition of ancient food webs. Based on this premise, I
investigated the following research questions:
Chapter 2: Are growth and the N isotope composition of low CO2-grown plants affected
by different N-sources in a different way than plants grown at current CO2 conditions?
Considering that a low CO2 environment may facilitate the assimilation of NO3- over
NH4+, plants fertilized with NO3-, compared to NH4+-fertilized plants, may have higher
growth and photosynthetic capacity due to higher N availability during its allocation to
the photosynthetic apparatus. As well, by limiting soil N availability, the combined C and
N limitation may cause low CO2-grown plants to decrease discrimination against the
heavier N isotope (15N), resulting in a more positive N isotope composition.
Chapter 3: How does reduced C availability in low CO2 conditions alter the exchange of
resources between plants and fungi in a mycorrhizal association? I envisioned two
possible contrasting scenarios: the mutualistic interaction may be enhanced, or both
organisms might conserve resources and their exchange of C and N resources would
decrease. In the first scenario, plants may more closely associate with mycorrhizae in
order to stimulate the transfer of N from the fungi, and this extra N can then be invested
in the photosynthetic apparatus, increasing photosynthetic rates and carbohydrate
production that can be further transferred to the fungi. In the second scenario, plants may
adopt a more conservative strategy that would reduce carbohydrate allocation to
mycorrhizal fungi, thus restricting the mutualistic exchange in the association. Either
scenario is likely to change the δ13C and δ15N of tissues of low CO2- compared to
ambient CO2-grown plants. In the first, higher C assimilation would decrease
discrimination against

13

C, while a higher N flow provided by the fungi would allow

greater discrimination against 15N. The opposite may be seen in the second scenario: the
δ13C of uninoculated control plants and mycorrhizal plants could be similar if there are no
differences between them in C assimilation, but if C assimilation decreases in
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mycorrhizal plants, plants may increase discrimination against

13

C. Additionally, plant

roots may have to compete with the fungi for soil N in this second scenario, thus leading
to reduced discrimination against 15N.
Chapter 4: Is the ability to produce defense compounds reduced in low CO2-grown plants
compared to plants grown at modern CO2 conditions? Due to reduced carbon availability,
the ability of low CO2-grown plants to photosynthetically fix carbon declines, and so
does biomass. With limitations being imposed on primary functions to sustain growth,
plants grown at low CO2 could produce fewer secondary metabolites for use as defense
compounds compared to plants grown at ambient CO2 conditions.
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Chapter 2

2

Nitrogen fertilization influences low CO2 effects on plant
performance

2.1

Abstract

Low atmospheric CO2 conditions prevailed for most of the recent evolutionary history of
plants. While low CO2 concentrations reduce plant growth compared to modern levels,
low-CO2 effects on plant performance may also be affected by nitrogen availability, since
low leaf nitrogen decreases photosynthesis while CO2 concentrations influence nitrogen
assimilation. To investigate the influence of N availability on plant performance at low
CO2, I grew Elymus canadensis at ambient (~400 ppm) and sub-ambient (~180 ppm) CO2
levels, under four N-treatments: nitrate-only; ammonium-only; a full and a half mix of
nitrate and ammonium. Growth at low CO2 decreased biomass in the full and nitrate
treatments, but not in ammonium and half plants. Low CO2 effects on photosynthetic and
maximum electron transport rates were influenced by fertilization, with photosynthesis
being most strongly impacted by low CO2 in full plants. Low CO2 reduced stomatal index
in half plants, suggesting that the use of this indicator in paleo-inferences can be
influenced by N availability. Under low CO2 concentrations, nitrate plants discriminated
more against

15

N while half plants discriminated less against

15

N compared to the full

treatment, suggesting that N availability should be considered when using N isotopes as
paleo-indicators.

2.2

Introduction

For most of their recent evolutionary history, plants have experienced atmospheric CO 2
concentrations far below the levels observed today. By the end of the Last Glacial
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Maximum (~20 kyBP), CO2 concentrations were as low as 180 ppm (Petit et al. 1999).
The low CO2 concentrations that prevailed for the last million years could have
implications for modern plant physiology and ecosystem function, as plant traits that
evolved in a low CO2 world may influence plant responses to current, rapidly increasing
CO2 levels ( Becklin et al. 2017; Gerhart and Ward 2010; Franks et al. 2013).
Growth at low CO2 affects plant physiology and performance in numerous ways
(Cowling and Sage, 1998; Gerhart and Ward, 2010; Sage and Cowling, 1999; Temme et
al., 2015). Growth at low CO2 greatly decreases net CO2 assimilation rates (Anet) (Polley
et al., 1993; Sage, 1995; Tissue et al., 1995) and biomass (Sage and Coleman, 2001;
Temme et al., 2015), and delays flowering time (Ward and Strain, 1997; Ward et al.,
2000). A meta-analysis by Temme et al. (2013) found that a 50 % reduction in CO2
decreased Anet 38%, biomass 47 %, and water use efficiency 48 %. At low CO2, Anet is
reduced as Rubisco carboxylation rates are limited by substrate availability, while
photorespiration rates increase, releasing previously fixed CO2 (Ehleringer et al., 2005).
There is little evidence that photosynthetic capacity (i.e., maximum Rubisco
carboxylation rates, Vcmax, and maximum electron transport rates, Jmax) is up-regulated
under low CO2 to enhance Anet, although few studies have investigated low CO2 effects
on these variables (but see Cunniff et al., 2017; Ripley et al. 2013; Tissue et al. 1995).
Instead, leaves developed at low CO2 commonly have greater stomatal size, aperture
and/or density (Elliott-Kingston et al., 2016; Franks et al., 2012; Temme et al., 2013),
which enhance CO2 uptake. Despite these stomatal adjustments, reduced Anet at low CO2
concentrations decrease plant productivity (Ehleringer et al. 2005; Temme et al. 2013;
Cunniff et al. 2017).
Reductions in Anet and enhanced photorespiration in plants grown at low CO2 decrease
carbohydrate production and storage (Cowling and Sykes 1999), which can reduce the
capacity to assimilate nutrients such as nitrogen (Sage and Coleman 2001). Nitrogen has
been a limitation on terrestrial productivity on geological timescales (Canfield et al.
2010; Falkowski 1997), and is currently the most limiting nutrient for plant productivity
in many terrestrial ecosystems. Nitrogen assimilation and C metabolism in plants are
linked, since C-skeletons and reductants necessary for N transport and conversion depend
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on photosynthetically-fixed C, and are therefore influenced by photosynthetic and
photorespiratory rates (Bloom et al., 2012, 2014; Busch et al., 2018). For example, N
assimilation can be almost completed halted under CO2 deprivation (Pace et al., 1990).
Soil inorganic nitrogen is commonly available to plants as NO3- or NH4+ depending on
soil properties, such as soil type, pH, and ion exchange capacity (Stevenson et al., 1999;
Wardle, 1992). In plants, NO3- is reduced to nitrite (NO2-) by nitrate reductase using
NADH, then converted to NH4+ and finally to glutamine and glutamate (Foyer and
Noctor, 2006). Levels of cytoplasmic NADH depend on photorespiration rates, since
malate is exported during photorespiration from the chloroplast to the peroxisome, where
it generates NADH (Rachmilevitch et al., 2004). Photorespiration, which increases under
low CO2 conditions, can thereby enhance NO3- assimilation (Bloom et al., 2010, 2014),
while decreased photorespiration rates at elevated CO2 reduce NO3- assimilation by
decreasing reductant availability (Bloom et al., 2014; Busch et al., 2018). Hence,
compared to current CO2 levels, plants may perform proportionally better when supplied
with NO3- than NH4+ in a low CO2 environment.
Plants are usually adapted to preferentially take up either NO3- or NH4+ (Alt et al,. 2017;
Dier et al., 2017), reflecting the N form most available in their growth environment,
although this preference can be altered by changes in growth CO2 (BassiriRad et al.
1997). While changes in atmospheric CO2 concentrations may not directly alter soil
properties, soil-plant dynamics are likely to be affected by changes in CO2 levels through
effects on leaf carbon fluxes (namely photosynthesis, respiration, and photorespiration).
Thus, past low CO2 concentrations may have altered plant N dynamics, and consequently
N cycling in ecosystems, in ways that are presently unknown.
One commonly used tool to investigate nitrogen cycling in plants and ecosystems is the
analysis of the natural abundance of

15

N relative to

14

N (δ15N) (Robinson, 2001).

Different N sources are taken up and assimilated through diverse mechanisms whose
isotopic discrimination is mostly regulated by external N availability (Evans, 2001;
Robinson 2001). The enzyme nitrate reductase, for instance, shows little discrimination
against

15

N, but as NO3- availability increases, so does discrimination against

15

N
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(Hogberg, 1997). Isotopic discrimination during NH4+ assimilation can occur as NH4+ is
actively transported into roots cells, or through enzymatic activity (Evans, 2001;
Yoneyama et al., 1991). There are no data available, however, on how discrimination
against 15N may be shifted when plants must meet the C requirements for NO3- and NH4+
uptake and assimilation under low CO2, i.e., C-limited, conditions.
To address these questions, I grew Elymus canadensis (Canada wild rye, Figure 2.1) at
current and sub-ambient CO2 conditions under four different N fertilization regimes.
Elymus canadensis is a cool season perennial grass, and was selected because this genus
is well recorded during the Last Glacial Maximum, and was likely an important resource
for ancient humans (Perry and Quigg, 2011; Zazula et al., 2006). Based on the premise
that a low CO2 environment may favor plants grown with NO3- over those grown with
NH4+, and that low CO2 effects may be exacerbated by low N availability, we
hypothesized that: 1) low CO2 would reduce plant growth compared to current CO2, but
growth reductions would be greatest when N availability was limited (i.e., under low N or
NH4+-only treatments); 2) photosynthetic capacity (Vcmax and Jmax) would be most
strongly increased by low CO2 in the full N and NO3 treatments, where there was
sufficient N to allocate to photosynthetic proteins; 3) low CO2 would increase stomatal
index, an effect that would be greatest in treatments where low N constrains the ability to
increase photosynthetic capacity, but where increasing intercellular CO2 concentrations
would increase Anet; and 4) reduced N availability under low CO2 would decrease
discrimination against the heavier N isotope (15N), resulting in a more positive N isotope
composition.
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Figure 2.1 Elymus canadensis plants used in this experiment.
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2.3
2.3.1

Materials and methods
Experimental design and treatments

Two growth chambers (GCW15, Environmental Growth Chambers, Chagrin Falls, OH,
USA), one for each CO2 treatment, were maintained at 74 ± 5 % relative humidity, an
irradiance of 300 ± 28 µmol photons m-2 s-1, a 12.5-hour photoperiod, and 16 ± 0.1 °C
(means ± SE). While only one chamber per CO2 treatment was used due to equipment
constraints, environmental conditions were constantly monitored and regulated to
maintain same chamber conditions for both CO2 treatments. Average differences in
relative humidity were 2 %, PAR differed by 2.35 µmol photons m-2 s-1, and temperature
by 0.19 °C between chambers. Photoperiod and temperatures emulated average growing
season conditions of the last three years at the site where seeds were collected
(Environment Canada, Midland WPCP Station). Each chamber contained a CO2 control
system consisting of an acrylic box filled with soda lime to absorb air CO2, and fans
attached to the boxes’ lids. Fans were connected to a CO2 analyzer (LI-820, LI-COR,
Lincoln, NE, USA) coupled with a DIN process controller (Omega CN7633, Omega
Engineering, Stamford, CT, USA). CO2 concentrations averaged 401 ± 3 ppm in the
ambient CO2 chamber (AC), and 189 ± 12 ppm in the low CO2 chamber (LC).
To minimize soil property influences on N availability, perlite was used as a growing
medium. Perlite has been used previously in soilless experiments and does not affect
mineralization rates in N supplementation experiments (Jasso-Chaverria et al., 2005;
Tyson et al., 2007). Each chamber contained twenty 2 L pots planted with E. canadensis
seeds (from Wildflower Farm, Coldwater, ON, Canada). Pots were then subdivided into
four N treatments (n = 5 pots per CO2 ✕ fertilizer treatment): a full-strength, NO3--only
fertilizer (nitrate); a full-strength NH4+-only fertilizer (ammonium); a full-strength NO3/NH4+ mix fertilizer (full); and a half-strength NO3-/NH4+ mix fertilizer (half). The full
treatment was a Hoagland’s mix, while the nitrate, ammonium and half treatments were
prepared by modifying the Hoagland’s recipe (Hoagland and Arnon, 1950). Plants were
watered three times per week and fertilized weekly: plants in the nitrate, ammonium and
full treatments received 200 ml of water with 1.04 mol N/L, and plants in the half
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treatment received 200 ml of water with 0.52 mol N/L. All other nutrients were similar
across treatments, as was the fertilizer pH (6.58 ± 0.04). Pots were rotated weekly within
each chamber to minimize intra-chamber effects.

2.3.2

Gas exchange measurements

Net CO2 assimilation rates (Anet) and stomatal conductance (gs) were measured once
seedlings were 90 days old, using a portable photosynthesis system (Walz GFS-3000,
Effeltrich, Germany). Five seedlings per treatment were assessed. Two fully mature
leaves were equilibrated for ~10 minutes at a CO2 concentration of 400 μmol mol–1. CO2
concentrations were then changed to 300, 180, 100, 60, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1500,
and back to 400 μmol mol–1. Leaves were maintained at each CO2 level until a stable Anet
was achieved. Cuvette conditions included a 16 C leaf temperature, 750 µmol s-1 flow
rate (as recommended for the 3010-S cuvette of the Walz GFS-300), and an irradiance of
1200 µmol m-2 s-1, which was light-saturating based on light-response curves (data not
shown). After each measurement, leaves inside the cuvette were photographed and leaf
area estimated using ImageJ 1.48v (Schneider et al., 2012).
The response of Anet to intercellular CO2 concentration (Ci) was used to derive
photosynthetic capacity (Farquhar et al., 1980). Values of Vcmax (maximum Rubisco
carboxylation rates) and Jmax (maximum electron transport rates) were parameterized in R
3.2.1 (R Core Team, 2013) using the package ‘plantecophys’ (Duursma 2015).

2.3.3

Biomass

After gas exchange, plants were harvested and subsamples of roots and shoots from five
plants per treatment were collected and their area was estimated from digital images
(ImageJ 1.48v - Schneider et al., 2012). These tissues were dried at 60 °C to a constant
mass, and weighed. The ratio of leaf area to leaf dry mass was used to calculate specific
leaf area (SLA).
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2.3.4

Stomatal index

Three mature leaves, including leaves used in the photosynthetic measurements, were
sampled from five plants per treatment to obtain a negative mould. Dental resin
(President SEM High Resolution Replication Kit, TED Pella INC., Essex, United
Kingdom) was spread on a 3 cm x 1 cm area on both surfaces of each leaf. A positive
mould was obtained by pushing the negative resin mould onto a layer of wet clear nail
varnish on a microscope slide. Using the positive moulds, stomatal index (SI) was
assessed at a magnification of 20x using an optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ci, Nikon,
Melville, NY, USA), and calculated as:
number of stomata

Stomatal Index = (number of stomata+number of epidermal cells)
Images were taken with a Nikon DS-Ri2 camera (Nikon, Melville, NY, USA) and
analyzed using NIS Elements Documentation imaging software (Nikon).

2.3.5

Isotopes, C and N concentration

For measurements of δ15N, and C and N concentration, five mature leaves and a section
containing entire roots (from the root crown to the tip) were harvested from each plant (n
= 5), dried at 60 C to constant mass, and ground. Isotopic abundance measurements
were performed using a DeltaPlus isotope-ratio mass-spectrometer (Thermo Scientific,
Bremen, Germany) coupled in continuous flow mode with an elemental analyzer
(Costech Analytical Technologies, Valencia, CA, USA). Sample reproducibility was ±
0.14 ‰ for δ15N (17 replicates), and ± 0.1 % gDW-1 for %N (17 replicates). Sample
reproducibility for [C] was ± 0.29 % gDW-1 (11 replicates). A δ15N of +6.37 ± 0.1 ‰ was
obtained for 30 analyses of an internal keratin standard (accepted value = +6.36 ‰).
The nitrogen isotope composition of root, and leaves was reported using the standard
delta notation (δ15N):
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δ15N = (

𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 −𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑
𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑

)

where Rsample was calibrated to AIR (Rstandard) using international standards USGS40 and
USGS41. We then compared changes in the isotope composition of leaves and roots
between CO2 treatments in each N treatment:
Δ15Nleaf/root = δ15NAC − δ15NLC
where Δ15N represents the difference found in either leaves (Δ15Nleaf) or roots (Δ15Nroot)
between ambient (δ15NAC) and low CO2 grown plants (δ15NLC).

2.3.6

Statistical analysis

Two-way ANOVAs were used to assess treatment effects of growth CO2, fertilizer, and
their interaction on all parameters except for Δ15N where a one-way ANOVA was used to
estimate fertilization effects. Where treatment effects were significant (p ≤ 0.05), Tukey’s
HSD tests were used to identify differences among treatments. Results are shown as
means ± standard error. Data analysis was performed in R 3.2.1 (R Core Team 2013).

2.4
2.4.1

Results
Biomass, SLA, [C] and [N]

LC reduced total biomass by 47 %, and decreased shoot and root biomass by 40 and 51
%, respectively, in comparison to AC (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.2). While there was no CO2 ✕
fertilizer interaction on shoot biomass, there was for total and root biomass (Table 2.1).
At AC, root biomass was 44 % lower in half plants than in full plants, but at LC, there
were no differences between N treatments in root mass. Ammonium plants had lower root
and total biomass than full plants at AC, while nitrate plants were similar to full plants for
shoot, root and total biomass in both CO2 treatments. Within an N treatment, the decrease
in growth in LC compared to AC was greatest for the full and nitrate plants, with less of a
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growth impact of LC on the ammonium and half plants (Fig. 2.2). The root/shoot ratio of
LC plants was 34 % lower than AC plants, indicating a shift towards relatively more
shoot biomass at low CO2. Nitrate plants had lower SLA then plants from the other N
treatments (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.2). Leaf [C] was unaffected by growth CO2, while growth at
LC increased leaf and root [N] (Tables 2.1 and 2.2).
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Table 2.1. Analysis of variance testing growth CO2, fertilizer treatment, and their
interaction on plant traits. Specific leaf area (SLA); carbon concentration ([C]);
nitrogen concentration ([N]); net CO2 assimilation rates at growth CO2 (Agrowth) and a
common CO2 of 400 ppm (A400); maximum Rubisco carboxylation rates (Vcmax);
maximum electron transport rates (Jmax); stomatal conductance at growth CO2 (gs-growth)
and a common CO2 of 400 ppm (gs-400); abaxial (SIabaxial) and adaxial (SIadaxial) stomatal
index; and the difference between the isotope composition of leaves (Δ15Nleaf) or roots
(Δ15Nroot) between ambient and low CO2 plants. The p-values are shown with significant
effects in bold (p ≤ 0.05).
ANOVA

Total biomass
Shoot biomass
Root biomass
Root/shoot ratio
SLA
Leaf [C]
Root [C]
Leaf [N]
Root [N]
Agrowth
A400
Vcmax
Jmax
gs-growth
gs-400
SIabaxial
SIadaxial
Δ15Nleaf
Δ15Nroot

CO2

Fertilizer

< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
0.03
< 0.01
0.75
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
0.11
0.67
0.18
0.38
0.09
0.58
0.08

< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
0.01
< 0.01
0.02
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

CO2 ✕
Fertilizer
0.05
0.14
0.05
0.45
0.06
0.35
0.18
0.76
0.60
< 0.01
0.01
0.35
0.04
0.95
0.95
0.64
0.02
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Figure 2.2. Plant biomass and specific leaf area (SLA). Shoot, root, and total dry
biomass, root/shoot, and SLA of plants grown at ambient (left panels) and low CO2 (right
panels) in each fertilization treatment (Full, Nitrate, Ammonium and Half). Where the
interaction term is significant (p < 0.05), differences between groups are represented by
lower-case letters. Upper-case letters (shown only on ambient CO2 data) represent
differences between fertilizers when there is no significant interaction. Means ± SE, n=5.
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Table 2.2. Carbon ([C]) and nitrogen ([N]) concentration in leaves and roots of
plants grown at ambient (AC) and low CO2 (LC) for each of the four nitrogen
treatments: full-strength NO3-/NH4+ fertilizer (Full); full-strength, NO3--only fertilizer
(Nitrate); full-strength NH4+-only fertilizer (Ammonium); and half-strength NO3-/NH4+
fertilizer (Half). Upper-case letters (shown only on AC) represent the fertilizer treatment
effects (p ≤ 0.05), as there is no significant interaction term. Means ± SE, n=5.

AC
Leaf
LC

AC
Root
LC

Full
Nitrate
Ammonium
Half
Full
Nitrate
Ammonium
Half
Full
Nitrate
Ammonium
Half
Full
Nitrate
Ammonium
Half

[C]
(% dry weight)
41.87 ± 0.23A
42.16 ± 0.33A
42.81 ± 0.21A
41.57 ± 0.21B
42.33 ± 0.19
42.26 ± 0.16
41.47 ± 0.92
41.07 ± 0.32
40.90 ± 0.05A
40.44 ± 0.52AB
39.57 ± 0.39B
39.48 ± 0.27B
39.65 ± 0.12
39.45 ± 0.18
39.11 ± 0.19
39.51 ± 0.31

[N]
(% dry weight)
3.09 ± 0.07A
3.92 ± 0.06A
3.85 ± 0.37A
2.96 ± 0.15B
3.84 ± 0.16
4.65 ± 0.25
4.99 ± 0.32
3.58 ± 0.15
0.72 ± 0.02B
0.85 ± 0.05AB
1.08 ± 0.16A
0.67 ± 0.03B
0.86 ± 0.06
1.24 ± 0.11
1.64 ± 0.34
0.91 ± 0.03
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2.4.2

Photosynthetic parameters

The Anet measured at growth CO2 (Agrowth) in full plants was 46 % lower in LC than AC
plants, but there was no reduction in Agrowth in LC compared to AC in the other N
treatments (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.3). When Anet was measured at 400 ppm CO2 (A400), rates
were highest in full plants at AC, but similar between full and nitrate plants in LC.
Ammonium plants at LC had similar A400 as full and nitrate plants, but also similar A400 as
half plants. Vcmax was unaffected by growth CO2 (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.3). The Vcmax values in
full and nitrate plants were twice that of ammonium and half plants. In contrast, Jmax was
affected by fertilization and a CO2 x fertilizer interaction (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.3). In AC, full
plants had the highest Jmax values, which were similar to those of the nitrate plants, but
higher than those of ammonium and half plants. In LC, both full and nitrate plants had
higher Jmax values than ammonium and half plants.

2.4.3

Stomatal conductance and index

Both stomatal conductance measured at growth CO2 (gs-growth) and at 400 ppm CO2 (gs400)

varied with fertilization, but was unaffected by growth CO2 (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.4), with

the lowest values in ammonium plants. The stomatal index of the abaxial and adaxial
sides of leaves (SIabaxial and SIadaxial) was unaffected by growth CO2 (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.4),
but there was a growth CO2 ✕ fertilizer interaction on SIadaxial, which in half leaves was
23 % higher in AC compared to LC leaves.
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Figure 2.3. Net CO2 assimilation (Anet), maximum carboxylation (Vcmax) and electron
transport (Jmax) rates. Anet measured at growth CO2 (Agrowth) and a common CO2
concentration of 400 ppm (A400) of plants grown at ambient (left panels) and low CO2
(right panels) in each fertilization treatment (Full, Nitrate, Ammonium and Half). Where
the interaction term was significant (p < 0.05), differences between groups are
represented by lower-case letters. Upper-case letters (shown only on ambient CO2 data)
represent differences between fertilizers when there is no significant interaction. Means ±
SE, n=5.
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Figure 2.4. Stomatal conductance measured at growth CO2 (gs-growth) and a common
CO2 concentration of 400 ppm (gs-400), and stomatal index measured on the abaxial
(SIabaxial) and adaxial (SIadaxial) sides of the leaves. Where the interaction term was
significant (p < 0.05), differences between groups are represented by lower-case letters.
Upper-case letters (shown only on ambient CO2 data) represent differences between
fertilizers when there is no significant interaction. Means ± SE, n=5.
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Nitrogen isotopes
Leaves fertilized with NO3--only were more depleted of

15

N at LC compared to AC,

while leaves of half plants were enriched in 15N at LC compared to AC (Tables 2.1 and
2.3). Values of Δ15Nroot also varied with CO2 and fertilization, but there was no
interaction (Table 2.1). Except for the half treatment, where Δ15N was similar between
the CO2 treatments, roots were depleted of 15N at LC relative to AC.
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Table 2.3. Difference in nitrogen isotope composition of leaves and roots between
plants grown at ambient and low CO2 for each nitrogen treatment: full-strength NO3/NH4+ fertilizer (Full); full-strength, NO3--only fertilizer (Nitrate); full-strength NH4+only fertilizer (Ammonium); and half-strength NO3-/NH4+ fertilizer (Half). Δ15N is
calculated as the difference in nitrogen isotope composition between ambient and low
CO2-grown plants (δ15NAC - δ15NLC) for leaves (Δ15Nleaf) and roots (Δ15Nroot). Where the
interaction term was significant (p < 0.05), differences between groups are represented by
lower-case letters. Upper-case letters represent differences between fertilizers when there
is no significant interaction. Means ± SE, n = 5.

Δ15Nleaf

Δ15Nroot

Full

–0.10 ± 0.19BC

0.54 ± 0.22A

Nitrate

1.18 ± 0.19A

0.27 ± 0.22AB

Ammonium

0.27 ± 0.18AB

0.77 ± 0.15A

Half

–0.79 ± 0.26C

–0.10 ± 0.29B
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Discussion

2.5

I hypothesized that growth at low CO2 combined with NH4+-only or low N fertilization
would decrease plant growth, photosynthetic capacity, and discrimination against

15

N,

while increasing stomatal index, when compared to low CO2 plants given a full-strength
NH4+-NO3- or NO3--only fertilizer. While the results are more complex than my
hypotheses, I did find that the effect of low CO2 on many plant traits was altered by the
source or quantity of N available.

2.5.1

Decrease in growth at low CO2

The results do not support my first hypothesis that growth in ammonium and half plants
would be reduced more strongly by LC than full or nitrate plants. Instead, plants that had
the lowest growth in AC (ammonium and half) had only relatively small decreases in total
biomass between AC and LC conditions, while full plants had a 51 % decrease in growth.
This implies that low N availability constrains the growth response to a 220 ppm rise in
CO2 concentration. While there is a large body of work showing that low N availability
limits plant responses to high CO2 (e.g., LeBauer and Treseder, 2008; Norby et al., 2010;
Reich et al., 2006), to our knowledge, this is the first work to show that low N conditions
also limit plant growth responses to changes in CO2 levels that occurred over the past
20,000 years.
Compared to AC plants, LC plants had higher leaf [N], which commonly reflects greater
investment in photosynthetic machinery to enhance C uptake (Ellsworth et al., 2004). As
noted below, however, there was little evidence that higher [N] in LC plants was used to
increase photosynthetic capacity. Examining how the N treatments affected growth
within a CO2 treatment allows us to establish the direct impact of changes in N source
and amount on plant traits. Unsurprisingly, half plants had lower growth than full plants
at AC. We can also compare the growth of nitrate and ammonium plants to full plants,
which were the control fertilizer treatment. In AC, nitrate plants were similar to the full
treatment in shoot, root and total biomass, as well as root/shoot ratio, while ammonium
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plants had lower root and total biomass than full plants, and a lower root/shoot ratio.
Since perlite was chosen to minimize changes in N availability due to physical and
chemical properties of the growing media, taken together, these results indicate that E.
canadensis is likely a nitrate-preferring species. But, although this was true at AC, there
was little evidence of an N source preference at LC. At LC, shoot and total biomass was
similar across all four N treatments, and while ammonium plants had a lower root/shoot
ratio than the full plants, their root/shoot was similar to that of the nitrate plants. Thus,
carbon limitation was a stronger determinant than N source for plant growth. Overall,
plants responded to C limitation by increasing allocation to shoots and reducing leaf
thickness or density (i.e., increasing SLA), regardless of fertilization regime.

2.5.2

Reductions in photosynthetic performance at low CO 2 depend on
N availability

I hypothesized that LC plants would up-regulate Vcmax and Jmax, with the strongest upregulation in the full and nitrate treatments. But growth CO2 did not affect Vcmax or Jmax.
Instead, Vcmax varied with fertilization, with full and nitrate plants having higher Vcmax
than the ammonium and half plants. Values of Jmax in full and nitrate plants were also
higher than those of ammonium and half plants at LC, although nitrate plants had similar
Jmax values to the other N treatments in AC. The availability of N therefore appears to
have been a stronger determinant of photosynthetic capacity than CO2 availability.
Differences in Vcmax and Jmax, however, are not correlated with leaf [N] per se: while
ammonium and half plants both had equally low photosynthetic capacity, ammonium
plants had higher leaf [N] than half plants, with leaf [N] similar to the full and nitrate
leaves that had high Vcmax and Jmax. Although the down-regulation response of Vcmax to
high CO2 is well known (Ellsworth et al,. 2004; Griffin et al., 2000; Tissue et al., 1999),
it is still hard to generalize how low CO2 impacts photosynthetic capacity. Tissue et al.
(1995) found that Vcmax was 23% lower in Abutilon theophrasti grown at low CO2 than at
current CO2, a result linked to decreased Rubisco content and activation state. Ripley et
al. (2013) observed an up-regulation of photosynthetic capacity in C3 species grown at
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~180 ppm CO2, which was linked to increased leaf [N]. Future low CO2 studies should
therefore work to enhance our understanding of photosynthetic physiology in C-limited
conditions.
Considering how N source and availability influenced Vcmax and Jmax, it is not surprising
that Agrowth, and its response to LC, also varied with fertilization. I observed a strong
decline in Agrowth in LC compared to AC in full plants (85 %), but there was no reduction
in Agrowth under LC in the other N treatments. The lack of a change in Agrowth between AC
and LC in the nitrate, ammonium and half treatments implies that plants either
experienced N limitations for synthesizing photosynthetic enzymes and pigments, or that
nutrient availability limited growth potential, which in turn reduced photosynthesis
(Fatichi et al., 2014). Given that LC actually increased leaf [N] and had no effect on Vcmax
(and only a minor impact on Jmax), the data support the growth limitation hypothesis,
indicating that low N availability can constrain growth and photosynthetic responses to
low and current CO2 conditions. Most studies on the effects of low CO2 on plants
(reviewed in Gerhart and Ward, 2010; Temme et al., 2013) do not consider that plant
growth is often limited by N availability in the field (LeBauer and Treseder, 2008). Based
on these results, examinations of plant responses to changing CO2 in the geologic past
should consider the influence of nutrient limitations, rather than being conducted under
N-replete conditions.
There was no increase in gs from either long-term anatomical shifts or short-term
stomatal behavior to help mitigate the low C availability at LC. The SI was similar in
most N treatments, and gs was unresponsive to growth CO2 concentrations across N
treatments. While plants grown at LC can increase gs to enhance CO2 uptake (Pinto et al.,
2014; Ripley et al., 2013), no change in gs was observed between AC and LC plants.
Given that water loss increases as gs increases, E. canadensis may be forgoing enhanced
CO2 uptake to prevent excess water loss.
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2.5.3

SIadaxial decreased at low CO2 when N was limiting

Contrary to my third hypothesis, growth at low CO2 did not increase SI. Although the
relationship between SI and growth CO2 concentration is generally inverse (Beerling and
Royer, 2002), changes in SI in response to growth CO2 can be highly variable. In
historical collections, Beerling (2005) found a decrease in SI as CO2 rose from 280 to 360
ppm, but SI increased proportionally to growth CO2 in Solanum dimidiatum grown
between 200 to 550 ppm CO2 (Maherali et al., 2002). While reviewing SI values
published for 176 C3 species, Royer (2001) observed that SI was inversely correlated to
CO2 concentrations in only 36 % but in 94 % of experimental and fossil studies,
respectively. This variety of responses indicates that growth CO2 effects on SI from
experimental manipulations with current genotypes may not be very reliable for
predicting SI responses to CO2 on evolutionary scales, a common concern in low CO2
studies (Ward and Strain, 1997). While environmental conditions such as irradiance,
temperature and humidity are possible confounding factors when using SI to infer growth
CO2 (Royer, 2001), the results indicate that N availability can also influence SI. I found
that SI was similar between AC and LC plants except when plants were N-limited (i.e.,
half plants). The reduction in SI in plants under C- and N-limitation may be related to the
observation that half plants also had low Agrowth and Vcmax. In this case, the benefit from
enhanced CO2 influx through stomata may not outweigh potential increases in water loss,
given that photosynthetic capacity was low.

2.5.4

C and N availability regulates N isotopic discrimination

Roots of LC plants discriminated more against 15N when compared to AC, which may be
a direct effect of reduced root biomass in LC plants. As LC had reduced root growth in
comparison to AC plants, their N requirement would be reduced and more readily met by
preferentially using the lighter isotope from the available N pool.
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In leaves, NO3- fertilization caused a depletion of

15

N in LC plants compared to AC

plants (1.2 ‰), while this difference was much smaller when the only N source was NH4+
(0.3 ‰). NO3- can be assimilated in both roots and shoots, while NH4+ is mostly
assimilated in roots (Hachiya and Sakakibara 2016). Thus, plants fertilized with only
NO3- are more depleted of

15

N compared to NH4+-fed plants since NO3- available for

assimilation in leaves can originate from a NO3- pool that was previously exposed to
assimilation in the roots (Evans et al., 1996). In addition, the enzymes involved in the
initial steps of NO3- assimilation discriminate against the heavier N isotope (Tcherkez
and Farquhar 2006); growth at LC, where C availability (and consequently energy) was
limited, increased this discrimination. Thus, the preference for the lighter N isotope in LC
nitrate plants was probably the result of reduced N requirements for metabolism. In
contrast, growth at LC decreased discrimination against

15

N in leaves of half plants, in

agreement with our fourth hypothesis. N assimilation processes should discriminate less
against the heavier N isotope when N availability is low (Evans, 2001), since plants must
enhance N uptake from a limited external N pool. Hence, as half plants were already Climited, N-limitation further decreased the discrimination against 15N.
Given the diversity of N sources available to plants and the variability in N availability
on temporal and spatial scales (Canfield et al., 2010; LeBauer and Treseder, 2008),
interpretations of the N isotope composition of plant tissues should consider factors
influencing the origin of assimilated N. Information on soil properties and environmental
conditions could represent a starting point to derive the major N transformations (e.g.,
mineralization, nitrification) determining possible N forms that are most bioavailable
(Amundson et al., 2003; Weil and Brady 2016). Integrating potential N sources into
studies of plant N isotope signals not only provides a more holistic view of plant N
cycling, but could also help interpret paleoecology inferences based on N isotope signals,
such as reconstruction of past trophic interactions. Plant δ15N is used in paleobiology
studies to identify animal diet and trophic position (Boecklen et al., 2011), as the N
isotope signature in consumer bulk collagen usually reflects the isotope composition of
the plants consumed at the base of the food web (Garten et al., 2008). An enrichment of
3.4 ‰ in δ15N is commonly considered to be the standard difference between trophic
levels (Minagawa and Wada, 1984; Post, 2002). Our results show a 2 ‰ difference
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between leaves of nitrate and half plants, a difference that could potentially skew the
interpretation of δ15N in paleo-animal tissues if the vegetation at the base of the food web
came from plants that were either N-limited or had only NO3- available.

2.5.5

NO3- vs NH4+ as N sources at low CO2

While we were unable to measure photorespiration directly, photorespiration rates
increase at low CO2 concentrations (Ehleringer et al., 2005; Farquhar and von
Caemmerer, 1982) and can provide reductant for nitrate conversion (Bloom et al., 2010,
2014). In our study, nitrate plants had higher photosynthetic capacity and stomatal
conductance than ammonium plants, which allowed total biomass of nitrate plants to be
closer to full than ammonium plants, while ammonium plants were mostly similar to the
half treatment. While studies covering a wider range of NO3- and NH4+-preferring species
are needed, our observations are consistent with the hypothesis that in the low CO2 period
before the Industrial Revolution, where CO2 concentrations were 180-270 ppm (Petit et
al., 1999; Monnin et al., 2001), NO3--preferring species such as E. canadensis may have
had some advantage over species preferentially using NH4+. Such observations
complement those from elevated CO2 studies where plants performed better with NH4+
than NO3, highlighting that the ability to use NO3- or NH4+ is likely to change in a high
CO2 future (Bloom et al., 2010, 2012; Cheng et al., 2012).

2.6
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Chapter 3

3

Plant-mycorrhizal interactions differ between past low
CO2 conditions and current CO2 concentrations

3.1 Abstract
The association between plants and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi has been one of the
most important symbioses on earth in the recent geological past. While much is uncertain
regarding the impact of future elevated CO2 on plant-mycorrhizal interactions, even less
is known about how this association functioned in the past, when CO2 concentrations
were far below modern values. Similarly, whether mycorrhizal associations can shift
plant C and N isotope composition at low CO2 conditions of the past is currently
unknown despite the importance of isotope data in paleo-reconstructions. To address
these knowledge gaps, I grew Elymus canadensis at CO2 conditions representative of the
Last Glacial Maximum (180 ppm), pre-Industrial Revolution (270 ppm), and current
levels (400 ppm) with and without association with Glomus intraradices. I found that the
mycorrhizal association decreased root biomass and [C] of leaves and roots across all
CO2 concentrations, but net photosynthetic rates increased with growth CO2 more
strongly in control than mycorrhizal plants. Plants grown at 180 ppm CO2 relied on the
mycorrhizae to enhance N assimilation, resulting in a

15

N-depletion of 2.7‰ in

mycorrhizal versus control plants, a shift in N isotope composition that could confound
trophic level discrimination. Our results show that a mycorrhizal association that does not
enhance N assimilation and leads to reduced photosynthetic rates at current CO2 levels
does not have the same effects at the low CO2 conditions of the past. Additionally, paleoreconstructions of ancient food webs based on δ15N can be affected by whether an animal
consumed leaves and(or) roots of mycorrhizal plants.
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3.2

Introduction

The symbiosis between plants and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi is arguably one of the
most important and ancient symbioses on earth, having evolved more than 460 million
years ago (Cairney, 2000; Smith and Read, 2008). Approximately 80 % of all known land
plants can establish mycorrhizal associations, with about 74 % of angiosperms species
being known to associate with arbuscular mycorrhizae (Brundrett, 2009; Wang and Qiu,
2006). In this association, the arbuscular fungi increase plant access to soil nutrients,
especially phosphorus and nitrogen, by acquiring nutrients with their hyphae, extending
the range of root foraging (Govindarajulu et al., 2005; Smith and Read, 2008). In
exchange, plants provide the fungi with carbohydrates, where up to 20% of
photosynthetically-fixed carbon can be transferred to the mycorrhizae (Jakobsen and
Rosendahl, 1990; Wright et al., 1998a). Although this association is commonly seen as
beneficial to plant development and growth (Van Der Heijden, 2004; Wright et al.,
1998b), its mutualistic benefits are uncertain in future climatic scenarios, where
atmospheric CO2 concentrations are predicted to continue rising above current levels
(Mohan et al., 2014). Studies investigating plant-mycorrhizal interactions at elevated CO2
have found conflicting results. In some studies, arbuscular mycorrhizal colonization
increases under high CO2 (Lovelock et al., 1996; Rillig et al., 1999), in others,
colonization varies depending on species and growth environment (Gamper et al., 2004;
Klironomos et al., 1998; Rillig et al., 1998; Tang et al., 2009), and yet in others,
mycorrhizal colonization is unaffected by CO2 enrichment (Allen et al., 2005; Clark et
al., 2009). This variability in responses regarding enhanced or decreased mycorrhizal
association is also observed in ectomycorrhizal fungi colonizing plants grown at elevated
CO2 (Lukac et al., 2003; Parrent et al., 2006; Parrent and Vilgalys, 2007).
While the impact of elevated CO2 on plant-mycorrhizal interactions is unclear, it is even
less certain how this association functioned in the recent geological past, when CO 2
concentrations were far lower than modern values (Petit et al., 1999). For ~400,000 years
before the Industrial Revolution, CO2 concentrations were below 270 ppm (Augustin et
al., 2004), with CO2 concentrations as low as 180 ppm by the end of the Last Glacial
Maximum, about 20,000 years ago (Petit et al., 1999). Such circumstances raise the
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question of whether plant traits that evolved under low CO2 conditions may still influence
how plants respond to current increasing CO2 concentrations (Becklin et al., 2017; Franks
et al., 2013; Gerhart and Ward, 2010). As low CO2 availability reduces photosynthesis
and carbohydrate production (Cowling and Sykes, 1999; Tissue et al., 1995), the capacity
of mycorrhizal plants to allocate carbon to the fungi may have been reduced in the past.
The association could potentially shift from mutualist to parasitic if the C costs of the
association to plants exceeds the net benefit being provided by fungal nutrient uptake
(Johnson et al., 1997). Becklin et al. (2016) present the only study that investigated
mycorrhizal association across a range of CO2 concentrations, including sub-ambient
CO2, and found that the arbuscular mycorrhizal association stimulated growth in
Taraxacum officinale at elevated CO2, but suppressed it at low CO2. In the same study,
however, Taraxacum ceratophorum responded positively to the mycorrhizal association
at all CO2 concentrations.
The scarcity of data on the subject, and the variable effects of CO2 on mycorrhizal
colonization, not only challenges our understanding of plant-fungal interactions in the
past, but also has implications for paleobiology studies that reconstruct ancient
environmental dynamics based on plant material through techniques such as stable
isotopes. Carbon (δ13C) and nitrogen (δ15N) isotope compositions of ancient plant
samples are commonly used as indicators to identify plant physiological features such as
photosynthetic pathway and net CO2 assimilation rates, as well as to derive past
environmental conditions and establish the isotopic baseline of food webs (Boecklen et
al., 2011; Cui and Schubert, 2016; Hare et al., 2018; Reichgelt and D’Andrea, 2019;
Tahmasebi et al., 2018, 2017). Arbuscular mycorrhizal association shifts the δ13C of
plants grown at current CO2 conditions by reducing discrimination against 13C, an effect
that has been associated with increased water use efficiency (Querejeta et al., 2003,
2006). Mycorrhizal association also changes the N isotope composition of plants tissues,
as the organic N transferred from the fungus to the plant is depleted of 15N (Hobbie et al.,
2005). This depletion mostly occurs due to enzymatic reactions within the fungi
producing

15

N-depleted amino acids, especially arginine, which are transferred to the

plant host (Cruz et al., 2007; Hobbie et al., 1999; Hobbie and Högberg, 2012). While
only one study observed that low CO2 effects on plant growth can be influenced by
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mycorrhizal association (Becklin et al., 2016), the degree to which mycorrhizal
associations can shift plant isotope composition at low CO2 conditions of the past is
currently unknown.
When grown under C-limited conditions, one scenario is that plants may adopt a more
conservative C-use strategy that would result in reduced carbohydrate allocation to
mycorrhizal fungi, thus restricting the mutualistic benefits of the association. In this
scenario discrimination against

13

C in roots of mycorrhizal low CO2-grown plants may

not be different from non-mycorrhizal plants, as the carbohydrate flow to the roots would
not be enhanced by the presence of the mycorrhizae. The δ15N of mycorrhizal plants
would also be similar to non-mycorrhizal plants, as a weaker mycorrhizal association
would limit the N provided to the plant host by the fungi, or discrimination against

15

N

may decrease in mycorrhizal compared to non-mycorrhizal plants if the symbionts
compete for N.
In a second scenario, under low CO2 conditions, plants may more closely associate with
mycorrhizae, thus enhancing access to soil N. The extra N can then be invested in the
photosynthetic apparatus, increasing photosynthetic rates and carbohydrate production in
this C-limited environment. If the second scenario were to happen however,
discrimination against 13C may be less than observed in ambient CO2-grown plants, as C
assimilation would be up-regulated in low CO2 plants to meet the demand for growth and
C allocation to the fungi. In this case, plant δ15N may become more negative than nonmycorrhizal plants grown at low CO2, as a greater provision of N by the fungi allows for
greater discrimination against 15N.
To test these hypotheses, I grew Elymus canadensis at CO2 conditions representative of
the Last Glacial Maximum (~180 ppm), pre-Industrial Revolution (~270 ppm), and
current levels (~400 ppm). Elymus canadensis was chosen since the presence of this
genus is well-recorded during the LGM and was likely an important resource for ancient
humans (Zazula et al., 2006; Perry and Quigg 2011). We then inoculated E. canadensis
with Glomus intraradices, which is a model fungus in arbuscular mycorrhizal research
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and known to be highly effective in mobilizing N (Govindarajulu et al., 2005; Miller and
Cramer, 2004).

3.3
3.3.1

Methods
Experimental design and treatments

The experiment was replicated twice in time using three growth chambers (GCW15,
Environmental Growth Chambers, Chagrin Falls, OH, USA). In each chamber, CO 2
concentrations were maintained to represent current ambient CO2 (AC, ~400 ppm), preindustrial low CO2 (LC, ~270 ppm) and CO2 levels like those at the end of The Last
Glacial maximum (GC, ~180 ppm). Air CO2 levels in the chambers were regulated by a
CO2 scrubbing system. The system comprised an acrylic box filled with soda lime to
absorb CO2 from the air. A CO2 analyzer (LI-820, LI-COR, Lincoln, NE, USA) coupled
with a DIN process controller (Omega CN7633, Omega Engineering, Stamford, CT,
USA) was connected to fans attached to the box’s lid. CO2 concentrations in the
chambers averaged 400.1 ± 0.6 ppm, 269.3 ± 1.1, and 180.9 ± 1.0 (means ± standard
deviation) for the AC, LC and GC treatments, respectively. Chambers were maintained at
a relative humidity of 74 ± 5%, photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) of 300 ± 28
µmol photons m-2 s-1, photoperiod of 12.5 hours, and air temperature of 16 ± 0.1 °C
(means ± SE). Day length and temperature were chosen based on the average growing
season conditions of the last three years at the site where the seeds were harvested
(Environment Canada, Midland WPCP Station).
In each replicate experiment, twelve 2 L pots filled with sterilized soil (Pro-Mix, Premier
Tech Ltda., Quebec, Canada) were placed in each chamber and planted with Elymus
canadensis seeds (obtained from Wildflower Farm, Coldwater, ON, Canada 44°654’241” N, 79°558’969” E). Once plants were 30 days old, the seedlings were
removed from the pots and weighed. Half of the seedlings in each chamber were then
inoculated with the arbuscular mycorrhizal fungus Glomus intraradices, and all plants
were replanted in their original pots. The other half of the plants were not inoculated and
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served as control. The fungal strain was provided by the Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada (AAFC) branch at Ottawa from the Glomeromycetes in vitro Collection
(GINCO). The fungus was propagated on modified Strullu-Romand medium (Declerck et
al., 1998). Pots were rotated weekly within each chamber, and plants were watered three
times per week and fertilized weekly with a half-strength Hoagland’s recipe (Hoagland
and Arnon, 1950). Once the first replicate of the experiment was finished, the experiment
was repeated, rotating the CO2 treatments between the growth chambers.

3.3.2

Biomass

Ninety days after inoculation, plants were harvested and weighed to assess changes in
fresh biomass after inoculation. Relative growth rate (RGR) was then calculated as
(Hoffmann and Poorter, 2002):
𝑅𝐺𝑅 =

𝑙𝑛(𝑊2 ) − 𝑙𝑛(𝑊1 )
𝑡2 − 𝑡1

where W1 is the fresh weight on the day the plants were inoculated (t1 = 1), and W2 is the
fresh weight at harvest (t2 = 90). All plants were then divided into roots and shoots to
determine the masses of these separate tissues and dried at 60 °C to a constant mass, and
weighed.

3.3.3

Fungal colonization

After fresh biomass was assessed, two-centimeter sections of twelve fine roots from both
the control and mycorrhizal treatments (12 roots from 12 plants) were analyzed for fungal
infection using the grid line method (Giovannetti and Mosse, 1980). Before staining,
roots were cleared as per Nylund et al. (1982) through consecutive baths in KOH, bleach
in H2O2, HCl, and deionized water. The roots were then stained with 0.05 % Trypan blue
diluted in lactophenol (Phillips and Hayman, 1970). Presence and absence of infection
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was recorded and expressed as a percentage (Giovannetti and Mosse, 1980). The control
plants were also assessed to ensure that accidental inoculation did not occur.

3.3.4

Isotopes, C and N concentration

For measurements of δ13C, δ15N, and C and N concentrations, fully mature leaves and
sections containing entire roots (from the root crown to the tip) were harvested from each
plant, dried at 60 C to constant mass, and ground. The isotopic abundance was measured
using a Delta VPlus isotope-ratio mass-spectrometer (IRMS; Thermo Scientific, Bremen,
Germany) coupled in continuous flow mode with an elemental analyzer (Costech
Analytical Technologies, Valencia, CA, USA). The C and N isotope results from the
plant material are presented in the usual delta notation (δ13C and δ15N) calibrated to
VPDB and AIR, respectively:
δ(‰) = (

𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 −𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑
𝑅5𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑

)

where R is the ratio between the heavy to light isotope for the sample (Rsample) and the
standard (Rstandard).
The δ13C of all tissue samples were adjusted to a common value for the atmospheric CO2
(see Appendix C). The measured δ13C of the chamber CO2 varied slightly from chamber
to chamber, likely because of fractionation during interaction with the soda lime used to
control CO2 levels. The current global average δ13C of atmospheric CO2 (–8.4‰,
NOAA/ESRL, https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/dv/data/) was used as the common value.
The difference between the common and measured value for each chamber/treatment was
used to adjust the measured δ13C of each plant tissue. This approach is similar to the use
of the Suess correction (Keeling, 1979) to adjust the carbon isotope composition of
modern plants to pre-Industrial Revolution (AD 1850) values.
The C and N elemental and isotope analyses of the plant tissues were performed in
separate analytical sessions, and for both, the standards USGS40 (glutamic acid; accepted
mass fraction of C = 40.80 ‰, accepted mass fraction of N = 9.52 ‰; accepted δ13C = –
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26.39 ‰, accepted δ15N = –4.52 ‰) and USGS41a (glutamic acid; accepted δ13C =
+36.55 ‰, accepted δ15N = +47.55 ‰) were used. Sample reproducibility was ± 0.07 ‰
for δ15N and ± 0.05 % gDW-1 for N concentration (26 replicates). Sample reproducibility
for δ13C was ± 0.05 ‰ and for C concentration, ± 2.37 % gDW-1 (30 replicates).
Concerning tests for accuracy, a δ13C of –24.01 ± 0.02 ‰ (accepted value = –24.04 ‰),
and a δ15N of +6.40 ± 0.02 ‰ (accepted value = +6.40 ‰) were obtained for 77 analyses
of an internal laboratory keratin standard.
To collect chamber-air CO2 in the chambers, septum-sealed vials were first evacuated and
then opened and left open in the chambers overnight; the vials were then sealed the next
morning just before measurements. The C isotope composition of atmospheric CO2 was
measured using a GasBench II (Thermo Scientific, Bremen, Germany) connected in
continuous flow mode to a Delta VPlus XL IRMS (Thermo Scientific, Bremen, Germany),
using an autosampler (Combi Pal - CTC Anaytics Gmbh, Switzerland) to deliver the
atmospheric CO2 from the septum-sealed sampling vials to the GasBench II. Because of
the low CO2 concentration of CO2 in the chamber-air samples for chambers having 180
ppm CO2, the gas was cryogenically frozen as it was collected from the GasBench II for
delivery to the IRMS. This allowed sufficient CO2 to be collected for reliable isotopic
analysis. The standard CO2 against which the sample CO2 was compared was also diluted
to concentrations similar to the samples. Sample reproducibility was ± 0.31 ‰ for 38
replicates, and a δ13C of –10.34 ± 0.04 ‰ (accepted value = –10.40 ‰) was obtained for
44 analyses of carbon dioxide carbon isotope reference gas (Ozteck Trading Corporation,
Safford, AZ, USA).

3.3.5

Gas exchange measurements

Net CO2 assimilation rates at growth CO2 (Agrowth) and dark respiration at 400 ppm (Rdark)
were measured 90 days after the fungal inoculation using a portable photosynthesis
system (Walz GFS-3000, Effeltrich, Germany). Agrowth was measured on two fully mature
leaves at the base of the blade crown of each plant. Cuvette conditions included a 16 C
leaf temperature, 750 µmol s-1 flow rate, and light conditions of 1200 µmol m-2 s-1, which
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was established as light-saturated based on light-response curves (data not shown); Agrowth
was measured once gas exchange was stable under the cuvette conditions. After the
Agrowth measurements, CO2 in the cuvette was changed, when necessary, to 400 ppm,
lights were turned off, and plants were dark-acclimated for at least 20 minutes until a
stable Rdark was achieved for Rdark measurements.

3.3.6

Statistical analysis

The effect of growth CO2, fungal inoculation and their interaction was tested with twoway ANOVAs. Where treatment effects were significant (p ≤ 0.05), Tukey’s HSD was
used to identify differences among the treatments. Results are shown as means ± standard
error. Data analysis was performed in R 3.2.1 (R Core Team, 2013).

3.4

Results

CO2 effects were observed in both leaf, root, and total biomass at harvest, with higher
biomass in AC plants compared to plants grown at sub-ambient CO2. While there was no
inoculation effect on leaf biomass, root biomass was on average 19 % lower in the
mycorrhizal treatment (Table 3.1, Figure 3.1). The RGR 90 days after fungal inoculation
in the mycorrhizal treatment showed that plants in each CO2 treatment grew at the same
rate as non-inoculated plants (Figure 3.1). In the mycorrhizal treatment, root colonization
was negatively correlated with growth CO2. Root colonization by the mycorrhizal fungi
was 35.09 ± 2.79 % (means ± sd) in AC plants, 45.65 ± 6.42 % of LC roots were
colonized, and 63.58 ± 2.16 % of GC roots were colonized by the mycorrhizae. Thus,
root colonization was 30 % and 81 % higher in LC and GC plants, respectively,
compared to AC plants. Colonization was not observed in the control treatment.
While [C]leaf varied with growth CO2, with lower CO2 concentrations resulting in higher
[C]leaf compared to ambient CO2, [C]root was unaffected by growth CO2 (Table 3.1, Figure
3.2). In addition, regardless of growth CO2, the association with mycorrhizae decreased
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[C] in both leaves and roots by ~10 % compared to control plants. Association with
mycorrhizal fungi lowered the carbon isotope composition values in leaves of LC and GC
plants, but not AC plants in comparison to leaves of control plants (Table 3.1, Figure 3.2,
Appendix B). This increased discrimination against 13C in sub-ambient CO2-grown plants
resulted in more negative δ13C in leaves of GC and LC plants (a reduction of 1 ‰ and 3.4
‰, respectively; Figure 3.2). While mycorrhizal association also resulted in more
negative δ13C in roots, this effect varied depending on growth CO2. The decrease in δ13C
values in mycorrhizal compared to control plants was small and non-significant in GC
plants, but significant in both LC (2.5 ‰) and AC plants (1.2 ‰).
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Table 3.1. Analysis of variance results testing growth CO2, mycorrhizal inoculation,
and their interaction term on plant traits. Carbon isotope signature of leaves (δ13Cleaf)
and roots (δ13Croot), and carbon concentration in leaves and roots ([C]leaf, [C]root,
respectively); nitrogen isotope composition of leaves (δ15Nleaf) and roots (δ15Nroot) and
nitrogen concentration in leaves and roots ([N]leaf, [N]root, respectively); net CO2
assimilation rates at growth CO2 (Agrowth); dark respiration measured at 400 ppm CO2
(Rdark). The p-values are shown with significant effects highlighted in bold (p ≤ 0.05).

[CO2]

Inoculation

[CO2] x inoculation

Leaf biomass

<0.001

0.086

0.239

Root biomass

0.004

0.029

0.403

Total biomass

<0.001

0.010

0.127

Relative growth rate

0.120

0.807

0.182

Root colonization

<0.001

δ13C leaf

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

δ13Croot

0.073

<0.001

0.011

[C]leaf

0.048

<0.001

0.503

[C]root

0.584

<0.001

0.233

δ15Nleaf

0.002

0.098

0.134

δ15Nroot

0.028

0.158

<0.001

[N]leaf

<0.001

0.022

0.005

[N]root

0.002

<0.001

0.007

Agrowth

<0.001

0.173

0.007

Rdark

<0.001

0.008

0.036
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Figure 3.1. Leaf, root, and total biomass, and relative growth rate. Upper-case letters
(shown only for the control data) represent differences between growth CO2 when there
is no significant interaction term; levels of significance for CO2 and inoculation effects
and their interaction term are given as: * if p ≤ 0.05, ** if p ≤ 0.01, and *** if p ≤ 0.001.
The central box plot rectangle spans the first to the third quartile segmented by the
median; the whisker below is the minimum, and the whisker above the box, the
maximum; points represent observations above 1.5 times the likely range of variation; n =
12.
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Figure 3.2. Variations in carbon isotope composition and concentration. Carbon
isotope signature of leaves (δ13Cleaf) and roots (δ13Croot), and leaf and root C concentration
([C]leaf and [C]root) Levels of significance for CO2 and inoculation effects and their
interaction term are given as: * if p ≤ 0.05, ** if p ≤ 0.01, and *** if p ≤ 0.001. Where the
interaction term was significant, differences between groups are represented by lowercase letters. Upper-case letters (shown only for the control data) represent differences
between growth CO2 concentrations when there is no significant interaction term. The
central box plot rectangle spans the first to the third quartile segmented by the median;
the whisker below is the minimum, and the whisker above the box, the maximum; points
represent observations above 1.5 times the likely range of variation; n = 12.
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Association with mycorrhizae in GC plants resulted in increased [N] in both leaves and
roots in comparison to control plants and the other growth CO2 treatments (Table 3.1,
Figure 3.3). While LC and AC plants had similar [N] in the control and mycorrhizal
treatments, mycorrhizal GC plants had 16 % and 49 % higher [N] in leaves and roots,
respectively, in comparison to control GC plants. While δ15Nleaf was unaffected by the
mycorrhizal treatment, δ15Nroot was influenced by the interaction between growth CO2
and fungal colonization (Figure 3.3). This effect was particularly strong in roots of GC
plants, where there was a depletion of 15N by 2.7 ‰ in mycorrhizal compared to control
plants.
Net photosynthetic rates increased with growth CO2 (Agrowth) as Agrowth was higher in AC
and LC than GC plants (Table 3.1, Figure 3.4). The interaction between mycorrhizal
colonization and growth CO2 affected Agrowth, such that rising CO2 stimulated Agrowth more
strongly in control than mycorrhizal plants. Effects of the interaction between growth
CO2 and mycorrhizal association in dark respiration (Rdark) were mainly present in AC
plants, where Rdark rates were 53 % lower in mycorrhizal than control plants. (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.3. Nitrogen isotope composition and nitrogen concentration. N isotope
composition of leaves (δ15Nleaf) and roots (δ15Nroot), and leaf and root N concentrations
([N]leaf and [N]root). Levels of significance for CO2 and inoculation effects and their
interaction term are given as: * if p ≤ 0.05, ** if p ≤ 0.01, and *** if p ≤ 0.001. Where the
interaction term was significant, differences between groups are represented by lowercase letters. Upper-case letters (shown only on the control data) represent differences
between growth CO2 concentrations when there is no significant interaction term. The
central box plot rectangle spans the first to the third quartile segmented by the median;
the whisker below is the minimum, and the whisker above the box, the maximum; points
represent observations above 1.5 times the likely range of variation; n = 12.
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Figure 3.4. Net CO2 assimilation (A) and dark respiration (Rdark) rates. A measured at
growth CO2 (Agrowth) and dark respiration measured at 400 ppm (Rdark). Levels of
significance for CO2 and inoculation effects and their interaction term are given as: * if p
≤ 0.05, ** if p ≤ 0.01, and *** if p ≤ 0.001. Differences between groups are represented
by lower-case letters considering a significant interaction term for p ≤ 0.05. The central
box plot rectangle spans the first to the third quartile segmented by the median; the
whisker below is the minimum, and the whisker above the box, the maximum; points
represent observations above 1.5 times the likely range of variation; n=12.
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3.5

Discussion

I investigated whether low CO2 conditions of the past alter mycorrhizal colonization, and
the impact of mycorrhizal association on plant growth, leaf carbon fluxes, and tissue C
and N isotope composition. I found that the mycorrhizal association increased N access
for E. canadensis grown at 180 ppm: GC plants with mycorrhizae had higher leaf and
root [N] than control GC plants, despite having similar leaf and root mass. The stronger
impact of mycorrhizae on the N economy of GC plants was associated with a greater
degree of root colonization. There was no evidence, however, that the higher colonization
rates in GC plants reduced plant carbon availability (as might be expected with a stronger
C sink) compared to mycorrhizal LC and AC plants. In contrast, mycorrhizal inoculation
dampened the effect of rising CO2 on leaf gas exchange and plant growth, such that
Agrowth and Rdark were similar between LC and AC mycorrhizal plants, as were growth
increments between all CO2 levels in mycorrhizal plants.

3.5.1

GC plants associated with mycorrhizae benefited from higher [N]

The establishment of mycorrhizal associations has been shown to enhance N assimilation
in certain plant species (e.g., He et al., 2003; Hodge and Fitter, 2010; Tobar et al., 1994),
and the carbon supplied by the plant host can trigger changes in fungal gene expression
that stimulate N uptake and transport by the mycorrhizal fungi (Fellbaum et al., 2012).
Furthermore, enhanced N uptake through mycorrhizal associations can be a strategy to
ameliorate environmental stresses such as low soil fertility (Karst et al., 2008) and water
stress (Saia et al., 2014; Tobar et al., 1994). For instance, Subramanian and Charest
(1998) found that under drought stress, the activity of key enzymes involved in N
assimilation was higher in Zea mays colonized by G. intraradices than in non-inoculated
plants. In the same way, our data indicate that E. canadensis relied on G. intraradices to
enhance N assimilation as a strategy to cope with the C-limitation being imposed by the
growth environment. Mycorrhizal association reduced plant C investment in root tissue,
as both root biomass and [C]root decreased in mycorrhizal plants in all CO2 treatments.
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Since mycorrhizal fungi complement root functions with regard to accessing soil
nutrients (Newsham et al., 1995; Van Der Heijden, 2004), plants appear to have allocated
C to the fungi in exchange for these functions at the expense of root growth (Cui and
Caldwell, 1996; Rapparini et al., 1994; Saravesi et al., 2014; Smith and GianinazziPearson, 1990). However, GC plants seem to have benefited the most from this exchange
in terms of N provisioning. Both [N]root and [N]leaf in GC plants were higher in
mycorrhizal compared to control plants, while [N]root and [N]leaf in LC and AC plants
were unaltered by mycorrhizal inoculation. This is also supported by the observation that
GC plants had the highest percentage of colonized roots among the CO2 treatments.
Conversely, LC and AC plants, grown in environments where C was less limiting than
that experienced by GC plants, did not benefit from increased N uptake through the
mycorrhizal association. Under less stressful growth conditions where the necessary soil
nutrients are readily available, such as the well-fertilized soils used in this experiment,
the mycorrhizal association can present little benefit for plant growth; growth rates can be
even reduced due to the carbon demand of the mycorrhizal fungi (Eissenstat et al., 1993;
Smith et al., 2009).

3.5.2

AC plants showed little benefit from mycorrhizae

Mycorrhizal association did not promote greater N acquisition or biomass increment in
AC plants, and it actually reduced leaf carbon fluxes, such that Agrowth and Rdark were
lower in AC mycorrhizal than AC control plants. The interaction between growth CO2
and inoculation influenced both Agrowth and Rdark. While this response to growth CO2 is
expected given the differences in the availability of substrate for photosynthesis, the
plateau in Agrowth in mycorrhizal AC plants shows that E. canadensis contrasts with many
species where photosynthesis is stimulated by mycorrhizal association in plants grown at
ambient or elevated CO2 (Amaya-Carpio et al., 2009; Augé et al., 2016; Gavito et al.,
2019; Kaschuk et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2002). How much mycorrhizae influence Rdark is
less well-studied, although comparisons of Rdark between mycorrhizal and nonmycorrhizal plants have shown that differences may or may not occur depending on
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species, stage growth, and interactions with other environmental conditions (Colpaert et
al., 1996; Del-Saz et al., 2017; Fahey et al., 2016; Romero-Munar et al., 2017).
Nevertheless, our results show that a mycorrhizal association that does not enhance plant
N tissue concentrations and that leads to reduced Agrowth and Rdark under current CO2
levels (i.e., AC plants) need not have the same effects at low CO2 conditions. Thus, the
benefits for plants from this mutualistic association may have varied over time as CO2
levels in the atmosphere increased, while potentially affecting plant N dynamics and
carbon fluxes.

3.5.3

Mycorrhizal association shifts C and N isotope compositions at
low CO2

The use of C and N isotope composition of plant tissues has several applications,
including investigating plant development in past environments and providing a baseline
for reconstructing ancient food webs (Boecklen et al., 2011; Casey and Post, 2011; Hare
et al., 2018; Lipp et al., 1991; Tahmasebi et al., 2018, 2017). Similar to previous reports
(Badeck et al., 2005; Cernusak et al., 2009; Pardo et al., 2013), we found that the C
isotope composition of leaves and roots differ in their isotopic composition, with leaves
having more negative δ13C. At low CO2 conditions, however, the mycorrhizal association
generally altered this difference by increasing the discrimination against

13

C and

15

N in

leaves and roots.
The observation that discrimination against

13

C was unchanged in roots of mycorrhizal

GC plants compared to the other CO2 treatments is most likely the result of the higher
degree of association that GC plants established with the mycorrhizal fungi. Since this
association is based on C and nutrient exchange between the two symbiotic organisms,
the enhanced N access provided by the fungi to the plants would stimulate larger exports
of C-based compounds from the plant to the fungus. Thus, plants would use more of the
C resources available, including

13

C. By comparison, leaves of mycorrhizal GC plants

presented a higher discrimination against

13

C, and consequently a more negative C
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isotope signature, in comparison to non-mycorrhizal GC plants. As leaves of mycorrhizal
GC plants did not show enhanced growth, and consequently C use for biomass
production, there was no reduction in discrimination against

13

C. Therefore, how the

presence of the mycorrhizae differently affected δ13C signals in roots and leaves adds to
the complexity when using C isotopes to identify photosynthetic pathways (i.e., C3, C4,
CAM) and past climate conditions such as temperature, CO2 levels, and light intensity
(Cernusak et al., 2013; Grocke, 2007; O’Leary, 1981). In addition, the average δ13C in
roots and leaves of E. canadensis was –33.7 ‰, which is notably more negative than the
average δ13C values for C3 species of –27 ‰ (Michener and Lajtha, 2007).
However, δ13C values in C3 species can range between –37 ‰ and –20 ‰ (Sharp, 2007),
and previous works have found similar low δ13C values for this species (Still et al., 2003;
Weremijewicz et al., 2018).
Plant δ15N is commonly used in paleobiology studies to identify animal diet and trophic
position (Boecklen et al., 2011), and although isotope trophic discrimination factors can
vary depending on the organisms being studied, an enrichment of 3.4 ‰ in δ15N is
considered the standard difference between trophic levels (Minagawa and Wada, 1984;
Post, 2002). There are instances, however, where the trophic discrimination factor
between plants and primary consumers is relatively small or there is a depletion of

15

N

(e.g., Perkins et al., 2014; Post, 2002; Yoneyama et al., 1997). For example, Holá et al.
(2015) found that the N trophic discrimination factor between Zea mays and Sus scrofa
was –2.3 ‰. Thus, the depletion of 15N found in roots of mycorrhizal GC plants (–2.7 ‰)
compared to control GC plants shows that mycorrhizal fungi can change the N isotope
composition of roots to an extent that could be mistaken for a trophic level change in an
animal whose diet largely comprised such tissues. This depletion of

15

N in mycorrhizal

GC plants is not unexpected considering that plants discriminate more against

15

N when

the N pool available is relatively large (Evans, 2001), but to our knowledge, this has
never been demonstrated before.
While colonization by the mycorrhizae decreased root δ15N in GC plants, δ15Nleaf was
unchanged by the mycorrhizal association. Despite enhanced [N] in both leaves and roots
of mycorrhizal GC plants, different from roots, there was no increase in discrimination
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against

15

N in leaves. It is possible that, in an effort to mitigate the effects of their C-

limiting environment, GC plants may have drawn more widely on the greater N pool
available in leaves to invest in the photosynthetic apparatus. GC plants, however, did not
present enhanced CO2 assimilation, as Agrowth was similar in both non- and mycorrhizal
plants. Thus, plants in both treatments may have been operating at the maximum
photosynthetic capacity allowed at such CO2-limited environment. Besides, even if not
photosynthetically active, structures such as Rubisco and other proteins can serve as N
storages for the greater N pool present in the leaves (Cooke and Weih, 2005; Millard,
1988; Staswick, 1994).
There are three major implications of these observations. First, paleo-reconstructions
based on δ15N can be confounded if there is no knowledge whether an animal consumed
either or both of leaves and roots of mycorrhizal plants. Second, low-CO2 ecosystems
may have had more extensive mycorrhizal associations than seen in current CO2 levels.
Third, mycorrhizal plants growing at low CO2 conditions of the past may have presented
a higher nutritional value to herbivores due to their higher [N]. Such observations warrant
future studies of possible herbivore preference for mycorrhizal plants in the past and its
implication for N transfer between trophic levels and resulting N isotope composition.
We suggest that future studies using C and N isotope of ancient plant material should
consider whether the species being studied commonly forms mycorrhizal associations,
and if possible, examine the material for structural fungal vestiges. Several lists
identifying mycorrhizal plant species are available (Brundrett, 2009, 2002; Öpik et al.,
2006; Wang and Qiu, 2006), as well as several records and methods of fungal
identification in fossilized plant samples (e.g., Allen et al., 2006; Krings et al., 2013;
Strullu-Derrien and Strullu, 2007; Taylor et al., 2015). Finally, the significance of
mycorrhizal associations within this context might be time- and species-dependent, as
plant-fungal associations may have been established and abandoned over time (Maherali
et al., 2016).
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Chapter 4

4

Low growth CO2 concentrations of the past decrease
plant chemical defense production

4.1 Abstract
Growth at the low atmospheric CO2 concentrations that dominated most of the recent
geological past is known to decrease plant growth. It is unknown, however, how plants
balanced carbon investment between primary functions to sustain growth and the
production of secondary metabolites, such as defense compounds. Here, we present the
first investigation contrasting plant growth and formation of chemical defense
components (resin ducts and terpenes) between plants grown at current (400 ppm) and
low CO2 concentrations representative of the Last Glacial Maximum (180 ppm). Picea
mariana grown at low CO2 conditions had reduced biomass as well as lower
photosynthetic and respiratory rates in comparison to ambient CO2-grown plants. Needles
of low-CO2 grown plants had reduced resin duct area, and in some cases, lacked one or
both ducts. Growth at C-limited conditions also decreased the production of the major
monoterpenes produced by P. mariana, particularly α-pinene. Thus, plants growing at
past low CO2 conditions may have had a reduced capability to deter herbivory compared
to modern plants. Furthermore, the absence of resin ducts poses new complexities to
using this indicator in paleo-reconstructions, as the structural characteristics of resin ducts
and their number are commonly used in species identification of conifer fossils.

4.2

Introduction

Plants must balance carbon investment between primary functions to sustain growth and
the production of secondary metabolites, such as defense compounds, which enhance
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plant fitness (Baldwin, 2010; Hartmann, 1996; Holopainen, 2004). Carbon, and thus
energy, availability for these important functions depends directly on leaf carbon fluxes
(i.e., photosynthesis, respiration, and photorespiration), and is therefore influenced by
atmospheric CO2 concentrations (Drake et al., 1997; Dusenge et al., 2018; Williams et
al., 2018). Since atmospheric CO2 levels are predicted to increase in the near future
(Ciais et al., 2013), considerable effort has been put into understanding the effects of
elevated CO2 on plant growth and chemical defense (e.g., Mohan et al., 2006; Noctor and
Mhamdi, 2017; Penuelas et al., 1997; Zavala et al., 2012). However, throughout the
recent evolutionary history of plants, CO2 concentrations have been far below the levels
observed today, being as low as 180 ppm 20,000 years ago by the end of the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM; Petit et al., 1999). These low CO2 conditions that prevailed for the last
millennia may still influence how plants respond to future changes in CO2 levels (Becklin
et al., 2017; Gerhart and Ward, 2010; Sage and Cowling, 1999).
By reducing substrate availability, low CO2 environments decrease photosynthesis, while
enhancing photorespiration (Sage and Coleman, 2001). Low photosynthetic rates limit
plant growth and plants grown at low CO2 have reduced biomass compared to plants
grown at current CO2 conditions (Ripley et al., 2013; Sage and Cowling, 1999; Temme et
al., 2013). How changes in growth CO2 affect the production of defense compounds,
however, is far from fully understood. Plants grown at elevated CO2 have shown
increased (Coley et al., 2002; Penuelas et al., 1997), decreased (Sallas et al., 2003;
Vannette and Hunter, 2011), or unchanged (Constable et al., 1999; Heyworth et al.,
1998) defense compound production compared to ambient CO2-grown plants. While
these studies provide insight into how plants may respond to future climates, so far, no
studies have investigated how the production of defense compounds is affected by growth
at the low CO2 conditions of the past. Models developed by Schurgers et al. (2009)
predicted that plant emissions of terpenes and other volatile organic compounds may
have risen since the LGM as vegetation cover changed with increasing temperature and
CO2. This hypothesis, however, has not yet been tested.
Low carbon availability could suppress the production of carbon-based compounds such
as terpenes, the largest family of natural plant chemicals (Langenheim, 1994), which
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have antibacterial (Dorman and Deans, 2000), antifungal (Cheng et al., 2004), and insectdeterrent properties (Boulogne et al., 2012). As terpenes form the majority of compounds
found in tree resin (Langenheim, 1990), a decline in terpene synthesis at low CO2 might
also reduce resin production and alter resin duct structure in conifers. Resin ducts are
specialized anatomical structures that accumulate resin terpenes, and in conifers, their
density and size can serve as indicators of chemical defense production and host
resistance against herbivory and pathogens (Boucher et al., 2001; Martin et al., 2002;
Tomlin and Borden, 1997). Resin ducts are also used to identify plant fossil samples
(Falcon-Lang et al., 2016; Manum et al., 2000; Zidianakis et al., 2016), and differences
in these structures between plants grown at modern and low CO2 levels of the past could
therefore have implication for paleo-ecological inferences. For instance, Zazula et al.
(2006) identified conifer needles more than 20,000 years-old as belonging to ancient
Picea mariana or P. glauca based on whether the fossil needles contained one or two
resin ducts. Furthermore, investigating the ability of plants to produce defense
compounds at low CO2 conditions could also inform us of plant susceptibility to
herbivory in ancient environments. Changes in CO2 concentrations have been
hypothesized to contribute to faunal extinctions (Graham and Lundelius Jr, 1984;
Guthrie, 1984, 2003), but whether rising CO2 since the LGM could have increased plant
chemical defense traits and thereby impacted herbivores by increasing food toxicity is
unclear.
To evaluate how growth at past low CO2 concentrations alters carbon allocation to
growth and defense, we grew black spruce (Picea mariana) in current CO2 conditions
and CO2 levels found at the end of the LGM. Black spruce was present, and has persisted,
in North American forests since the LGM (Prentice et al., 1991; G. D. Zazula et al.,
2006). As carbon availability is reduced at low CO2, we assessed changes in biomass and
photosynthetic potential, as we expected a decline in the ability of low CO2-grown plants
to fix carbon via photosynthesis. We hypothesized that decreased photosynthesis would
limit terpene defense production, which would be reflected in reduced resin duct area in
low CO2 needles compared to ambient CO2-grown plants.
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4.3
4.3.1

Methods
Experimental design and plant material

Four growth chambers (GCW15, Environmental Growth Chambers, Chagrin Falls, OH,
USA) were divided into two CO2 treatments: in two chambers, CO2 concentrations were
maintained at current, ambient conditions (AC), and the other two chambers were set at
low CO2 levels (LC). CO2 concentrations averaged 400 ± 0.6 ppm in AC chambers and
184 ± 1.1 ppm in LC chambers (means ± SE). CO2 levels in the chambers were regulated
by a CO2 scrubbing system consisting of an acrylic box filled with soda lime to absorb
CO2 from the air. Fans were attached to the box’s lid and controlled by a CO 2 analyzer
(LI-820, LI-COR, NB, USA) coupled with a DIN process controller (Omega CN7633,
Omega Engineering, QC, Canada). Environmental conditions in the growth chambers
were maintained at a relative humidity of 73 ± 0.3 %, photosynthetically active radiation
(PAR) of 284 ± 0.2 µmol photons m-2 s-1, a photoperiod of 14 hours, day air temperature
of 21 ± 0.1 °C, and night temperatures of 12 ± 0.1 °C (means ± SE). Day length and air
temperatures were chosen to emulate average growing season conditions of the last three
years at the site where seeds were collected (obtained from Environment Canada, Gore
Bay Climate Station).
Black spruce (Picea mariana) seeds were obtained from the Canadian National Tree Seed
Centre (from seed zone 27; 46.250000 °E, -82.50000 °N) and sown in 2-gallon pots filled
with soil (Pro-Mix BX Mycorrhizae, Premier Tech Horticulture, Rivière-du-Loup, QC,
Canada). Each chamber contained eighteen pots that were rotated weekly to minimize
intra-chamber effects. Plants were watered three times per week (200 ml per pot) and
fertilized weekly using a half-strength Hoagland’s recipe (Hoagland and Arnon, 1950).
Once the plants had grown for six months, I measured gas exchange, biomass, leaf
microscopy, and terpene composition.
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4.3.2

Gas exchange measurements

Net CO2 assimilation rates (Anet) at growth CO2 (Agrowth) and at 400 ppm CO2 (A400), as
well as stomatal conductance at growth CO2 and at 400 ppm CO2 (gs-growth and gs-400,
respectively), were measured on 5-6 seedlings per chamber per replicate using a portable
photosynthesis system (Walz GFS-3000, Effeltrich, Germany). The response of Anet to
intercellular CO2 concentrations (Ci) was also measured to derive maximum Rubisco
carboxylation rates (Vcmax) and maximum electron transport rates (Jmax), following the
photosynthetic model of Farquhar et al. (1980). Response curves were initiated after
equilibrating the leaves for approximately 10 minutes at a CO2 concentration of 400 μmol
mol–1, which was then changed to 300, 180, 100, 60, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1500,
and back to 400 μmol mol–1. Before being measured, leaves were maintained at each CO2
level until a stable Anet was achieved. Cuvette conditions included a 21 C leaf
temperature, 750 µmol s-1 flow rate, a relative humidity of 60 %, and an irradiance of
1400 µmol m-2 s-1, which was established as light-saturated based on light-response
curves (data not shown). Gas exchange values were corrected for the actual leaf area
measured by harvesting the needles inside the cuvette, photographing them, and
estimating their projected-leaf area using ImageJ 1.48v (Schneider et al., 2012). All gas
exchange data are presented on a projected leaf area basis. Values of Vcmax and Jmax were
calculated in R 3.2.1 (R Core Team, 2013) using the package ‘plantecophys’ (Duursma,
2015). Once the CO2 response curves were finished, the cuvette lights were switched off,
while maintaining the remaining cuvette conditions, and plants were left to acclimate to
dark conditions for at least 20 minutes until a stable Anet was achieved in order to measure
dark respiration (Rd).

4.3.3

Biomass

Needles, stems, and roots of 5-6 seedlings per chamber per replicate were separated and
dried at 60 °C until a constant mass was achieved. Needle surface area was estimated
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from digital images (ImageJ 1.48v - Schneider et al., 2012). The ratio of leaf area to leaf
dry weight was used to calculate specific leaf area (SLA).

4.3.4

Resin duct microscopy

At harvest, a subsample of needles was immediately fixed for microscopy analysis of
resin ducts from 5-6 seedlings per chamber per replicate. In small plants from the LC
treatment that had few needles, all needles were harvested, while in seedlings with
abundant needles, needles were randomly harvested at different heights along the main
stem. Needles were stored in 4 % paraformaldehyde buffered with 0.2 M phosphate
containing 0.3 M sucrose, and refrigerated. After a week, needles were rinsed in
phosphate buffer, and trimmed using a razor blade such that only the middle section
(approximately 5 mm in length) of the needle remained. Samples were processed by
soaking in 95 % ethanol and 5 % methanol solutions, and fixed with Paraplast X-tra wax
(Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON).
The paraffin-embedded needles were trimmed into 10 μm-thick sections using a rotary
microtone and mounted on Superfrost Plus poly-L-lysine-coated slides (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Slides were deparaffinized in a series of xylene baths,
rehydrated, and equilibrated to Invitrogen phosphate-buffered saline (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Samples were stained with a 0.001 % solution of
Streptavidin Alexa Fluor 633 fluorescent stain (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA) and a Calcofluor White/Evans blue dye counterstain (Sigma Aldrich, Oakville,
ON). Visualization and estimation of resin duct lumen area were done using an
AxioImager Z1 Upright Fluorescence Microscope (Carl Zeiss Ltd., North York, ON).

4.3.5

Monoterpene and diterpene analysis

Fully mature needles were collected from all seedlings (5-6 seedlings per chamber per
replicate), immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until analysis. For
extraction, needles were cut with a razor blade into ~2 mm pieces, and extracted with
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methyl-tert-butyl ether MTBE, containing 5 µg mL-1 dichlorodehydroabietic acid and 50
µg mL-1 isobutyl benzene as internal standards, for 16 h at room temperature. After
extraction, needle tissue was removed by centrifugation, and the extract was split in two
and transferred into a vial for monoterpene analysis and a vial for diterpene analysis as
described by Robert et al., (2010). The monoterpene fraction was washed with 0.3 mL of
100 ammonium carbonate (NH4)2CO3, (pH 8.0). The diterpene fraction was derivatized
with 2 mM trimethylsilyldiazomethane in diethyl ether (Sigma Aldrich, Oakville, ON).
Monoterpenes were analyzed on an Agilent HP-5 column (5 % phenyl methyl siloxane,
diameter = 250 µm, length = 30 m, and film thickness = 0.25 µm) at 0.8 mL min−1 He on
an Agilent 6890A system GC, Agilent 7683 series GC Sampler, and an Agilent 5973
Mass Selective Detector at 70 eV. The GC temperature program was as follows: 40 °C
for 4 min, increase at 6 °C min−1 to 90 °C, followed by increase at 9 °C min−1 to 310 °C
and hold for 4 min with split injections at a ratio 5:1 an injector held at 240 °C.
Diterpenes were analyzed using an Agilent AT-1000 column at 0.9 mL min−1 helium on
an Agilent 7890A system GC, Agilent GC Sampler 80, and a 7000A GC/MS triple quad
M5975C inert XL MSD with triple axis detector at 70 eV. The GC temperature program
was as follows: 150 °C for 1 min, increase at 0.6 °C min−1 to 180 °C, 25 °C min−1 to 240
°C, hold for 5 min with pulsed splitless injector held at 250 °C.
Integration of the peaks from the GC-MS was performed using Hewlett Packard
Chemstation software. Relative amounts of monoterpenes and diterpenes were calculated
by comparing the integrated peak area with the area of the internal standards, followed by
normalization by the amount of tissue used in each extraction. Identification of terpenes
was based on comparison of retention times and mass spectra with authentic standards or
with mass spectra in the Wiley library.

4.3.6

Statistical analysis

Growth, gas exchange parameters, resin duct area, total mono and diterpene abundances,
as well as individual terpene abundance were analyzed with a one-way ANOVA to assess
growth CO2 effects. The effect of growth CO2 on the presence and absence of resin ducts
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was analyzed using a binominal logistic regression. Results are shown as means ±
standard error. Data analysis was performed in R 3.2.1 (R Core Team, 2013).

4.4
4.4.1

Results
Biomass

Growth at low CO2 greatly decreased plant biomass. The above- and below-ground
biomass of LC plants were reduced 72 and 74 %, respectively, leading to a 73 % decrease
in total biomass in comparison to AC plants (Figure 4.1 and 4.2). LC plants increased
allocation to leaves in relation to root biomass as the shoot/root ratio was 55 % greater in
LC compared to AC plants (Figure 4.2). LC plants also invested in greater leaf area in
relation to leaf mass, resulting in a 58 % increase in SLA in comparison to AC plants
(Figure 4.2). The needle area of AC plants was also smaller than needles of AC plants by
59 % on average (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.1 Picea mariana plants harvested at the end of the experiment. On the left
side, a plant grown at ambient CO2 conditions, and on the right, a low-CO2 grown plant.
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Figure 4.2. Plant biomass, Specific Leaf Area (SLA), and total leaf area: Shoot, root,
and total biomass, shoot/root ratio, SLA, and total needle area of plants grown at ambient
and low CO2. The p-values indicate growth CO2 effects on the variables measured,
considering a p ≤ 0.05 as significant. The central box plot rectangle spans the first to the
third quartile segmented by the median; the whisker below is the minimum, and the
whisker above the box, the maximum; points represent observations above 1.5 times the
likely range of variation; n = 10-12.
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4.4.2

Gas-exchange parameters

The Anet measured at growth CO2 (Agrowth) of LC plants was almost half of those in AC
plants (Figure 4.3), although values of A400 were similar in LC and AC plants (Figure
4.2). Stomatal conductance, either measured at growth CO2 (gs-growth) or at a common
CO2 of 400 ppm (gs-400), did not differ between the CO2 treatments (Figure 4.3). Growth
CO2 had no effect on Vcmax (Figure 4.4), but Jmax was 38 % lower in LC plants in
comparison to AC plants (Figure 4.4). However, the Vcmax / Jmax ratio was 29 % higher in
LC compared to AC plants. The LC plants had 72 % lower Rd than AC plants (Figure
4.4), and the Agrowth/Rd ratio was twice that of AC plants.
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Figure 4.3. Net CO2 assimilation rates (A) and stomatal conductance (gs) measured at
growth CO2 (Agrowth and gs-growth) and at a common CO2 concentration of 400 ppm (A400
and gs-400). The p-values indicate growth CO2 effects on the variables measured,
considering a p ≤ 0.05 as significant. The central box plot rectangle spans the first to the
third quartile segmented by the median; the whisker below is the minimum, and the
whisker above the box, the maximum; points represent observations above 1.5 times the
likely range of variation; n= 10-12.
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Figure 4.4. Maximum carboxylation (Vcmax) and electron transport (Jmax) rates, the
ratio between Vcmax and Jmax, dark respiration (Rd), and the ratio between Agrowth
and Rd. The p-values indicate growth CO2 effects on the variables measured, considering
a p ≤ 0.05 as significant. The central box plot rectangle spans the first to the third quartile
segmented by the median; the whisker below is the minimum, and the whisker above the
box, the maximum; points represent observations above 1.5 times the likely range of
variation; n = 10-12.
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4.4.3

Resin duct anatomy

While both resin ducts were present in all needles of AC plants, 34 % of the needles from
LC plants lacked either one or both resin ducts (Figure 4.5). The lumen area of the resin
ducts in needles from LC plants that had ducts were ~50 % smaller than those in AC
plants (Figure 4.6). We assessed whether this reduction in lumen area at LC was caused
by a reduction in needle cross-sectional area (i.e., whether resin ducts represented a
similar proportion of the needle cross-sectional area in both CO2 treatment). When the
resin duct lumen area was considered in relation to the needle cross-sectional area, resin
ducts of LC plants were still 54 % smaller than resin ducts from AC plants (Figure 4.6).

4.4.4

Mono and diterpenes

The most abundant monoterpenes observed were bornyl cetate, camphene and α-pinene.
The diterpene profile was dominated by dehydroabietic acid, levopimaric acid, and
palustric acid (Figure 4.7). Monoterpene abundance was lower in LC compared to AC
plants (p = 0.009), with this difference being mostly driven by decreases in bornyl cetate
and α-pinene (Figure 4.7). However, the normalized peak area of diterpenes was
unaffected by the CO2 treatment (p = 0.37).
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Figure 4.5. Needle cross-sections. Sections on the left side were obtained from needles
of ambient CO2-grown plants where both resin ducts are present. On the right side, needle
cross-sections from low CO2-grown plants display examples of where both resin ducts
are present (upper), only one duct can be seen (middle), or a needle lacking both ducts
(lower). Fluorescence microscopy at 100 µm.
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Figure 4.6. Resin duct lumen area and the ratio of resin duct area per total leaf area.
The p-values indicate growth CO2 effects on the variables measured, considering a p ≤
0.05 as significant. The central box plot rectangle spans the first to the third quartile
segmented by the median; the whisker below is the minimum, and the whisker above the
box, the maximum; points represent observations above 1.5 times the likely range of
variation; n = 10-12.
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Figure 4.7. Relative abundance of mono and diterpenes measured to an internal
standard. The central box plot rectangle spans the first to the third quartile segmented by
the median; the whisker below is the minimum, and the whisker above the box, the
maximum; points represent observations above 1.5 times the likely range of variation; n =
10-12.
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4.5

Discussion

Growth in C-limited environments, such as past low CO2 conditions, can constrain
primary metabolism, with direct effects on plant growth. We tested whether low CO2
effects would also suppress secondary metabolite production, specifically defense
compound production. Indeed, not only was growth reduced, but resin duct size and
terpene production were also reduced in plants grown at low CO2 compared to ambient
CO2-grown plants.

4.5.1

Plant growth and carbon fluxes

Net photosynthetic rates at growth CO2 were, unsurprisingly, greatly decreased in LC
plants as a result of reduced CO2 availability for photosynthesis. Reduced C assimilation
in turn suppressed the growth of LC plants, an effect commonly observed in plants grown
at sub-ambient CO2 (Dippery et al., 1995; Ehleringer et al., 2005; Sage, 1995). The low
C environment experienced by LC plants also stimulated greater allocation to leaves in
relation to root biomass to increase total leaf area per tree for photosynthesis, resulting in
higher SLA in LC compared to AC plants. The very low respiration rates of LC plants are
likely related to both low C availability for supporting respiration, but also the low
demand for respiratory products under a low growth rate environment. This is further
supported by an increase in the ratio between photosynthetic rates and respiration in LC
compared to AC plants, and is also in line with the findings of Gonzàlez-Meler et al.
(2009), who observed decreased respiratory energy demand for biomass maintenance in
Arabidopsis thaliana grown at 200 ppm compared to 370 ppm.
Contrary to previous studies that found increased gs in C3 plants grown at low [CO2]
(Ehleringer et al., 2005; Temme et al., 2013; Ward et al., 1999), I did not observe an upregulation of gs, although this mechanism would enhance C assimilation in LC leaves.
Since high gs results in increased water loss, P. mariana may prioritize preventing water
loss over increasing carbon uptake. Instead, the strategy adopted by LC plants to cope
with their C-limited conditions relied more on enhancing carboxylation by Rubisco, as
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observed in the higher Vcmax / Jmax ratio found in LC plants. Few studies have investigated
photosynthetic capacity in plants grown at low CO2 conditions, and the results are highly
variable: growth at low CO2 decreased both Vcmax and Jmax (Ripley et al., 2013), increased
Vcmax but not Jmax (Anderson et al., 2001), or had little effect on either parameter (Cunniff
et al., 2017). Interestingly, these studies were conducted on herbaceous species, but P.
mariana is an evergreen tree and may therefore respond differently to C limitation, as
responses to environmental stress can vary depending on plant functional types (Kuiper et
al., 2014; McIntyre et al., 1999). Thus, a better understanding of photosynthetic potential
in plants grown at past low CO2 conditions requires further investigation across a range
of species.

4.5.2

Resin duct and terpene production

We present the first observations of reduced chemical defense capability in plants grown
at the low CO2 conditions of the past, which have implications for our understanding of
CO2 effects on plant defense across temporal scales, as well as plant function in ancient
environments. We observed reduced resin duct area, or their complete absence, in the
needles of LC plants, an effect that can be attributed to the reduced C assimilation and
availability in LC plants. Reductions in resin duct size may be associated with decreased
terpene production, since resin ducts collect terpenes and other compounds to form
oleoresin, the major constitutive chemical defense in conifers (Keeling and Bohlmann,
2006). For example, Bjorkman et al. (1991) observed that the concentration of resin acids
in Scots pine was more limited by the size of the resin ducts than the availability of
substrate for resin synthesis. Furthermore, in cases analogous to the adverse growth
conditions experienced by LC plants, constitutive resin duct area as well as resin flow
have been shown to decline under unfavorable environmental conditions (Lombardero et
al., 2000; Lorio et al., 1995; Lorio and Hodges, 1968; Slack et al., 2016).
A monoterpene such as α-pinene commonly accounts for a substantial part of the total
terpene concentration in evergreens (Geron et al., 2000; Juuti et al., 1990), and is active
in many defense mechanisms (Kegge and Pierik, 2010; Penuelas et al., 2005). Similarly,
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dehydroabietic acid is one of the most common diterpenes found in conifer oleoresins
(Trapp and Croteau, 2001). While monoterpene relative abundance decreased in LC
compared to AC plants, diterpene abundance was unresponsive to growth CO2. This
observation, however, is not unexpected considering that these two terpene groups can
function independently. Monoterpene and diterpene production are modulated by
monoterpene synthase and diterpene synthase, respectively, (Funk et al., 1994), and in
defense responses, monoterpene synthase is activated earlier and is more active than the
diterpene synthase (Steele et al., 1998). Additionally, concentrations of mono and
diterpenes can be differently affected when exposed to adverse environmental conditions,
as seen with salinity and drought stress (Alonso et al., 2015; Tounekti et al., 2011).
While the carbon-nutrient balance hypothesis proposed by Bryant et al. (1983) predicted
an increase in the production of carbon-based secondary compounds, such as terpenes,
under environmental conditions that increase non-structural carbohydrate pools, often
that does not seem to be the case for terpene production in elevated CO2 studies. Most
studies found terpene levels to be either unresponsive to growth at high CO2 levels or
terpene concentrations and emission are reduced in elevated CO2- compared to ambient
CO2-grown plants (Loreto et al., 2001; Peñuelas and Estiarte, 1998; Sallas et al., 2003;
Snow et al., 2003; Williams et al., 1994). Lerdau et al. (1995) proposed that reduced
terpene production in elevated CO2-grown plants could be a result of C allocation to
secondary pathways competing with sinks when shoot growth is stimulated by high CO2
concentrations and non-limiting nutrient availability. A similar mechanism likely caused
the decrease in monoterpene production we observed in P. mariana in terms of
competing pathways for C allocation, as C was preferentially directed to primary
functions to sustain growth under C-limiting conditions. However, while the mechanism
of C partitioning limiting terpene production at elevated and sub-ambient CO2 conditions
may be the same, its function in resource allocation and resulting terpene profile is
different. This is exemplified by the case of certain plant species increasing the
production of specific terpenes at elevated CO2 even though overall terpene production
declines. Both Heyworth et al. (1998) and Sallas et al. (2001) observed an increase in αpinene in plants grown at elevated CO2 compared to ambient CO2-grown plants, while
total terpene concentration was lower in elevated CO2-grown plants. In such cases, the
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difference in concentration between the various terpenes are postulated to be under a
strong genetic control that may not be readily modified by environmental variables
(White, 1984). It has also been suggested that monoterpene emission at elevated CO2
could be uncoupled from photosynthesis (Holopainen et al., 2013), and that augmented
substrate availability at elevated CO2 is a necessary but insufficient trigger (i.e., the need
of hormonal or direct physical cues) to activate secondary metabolic pathways (Fajer et
al., 1992).
The slower growth and reduced metabolic rates of LC plants (including variables such as
biomass, photosynthesis, respiration) are direct effects of growth at C-limited conditions
that prevented the allocation of resources to the production of secondary compounds,
resulting in the decrease of the major terpenes produced by P. mariana. Physiological
adjustments caused by changes in growth CO2 are commonly greater in plants grown at
low CO2 conditions in relation to modern CO2 levels than in elevated CO2-grown plants
compared to plants grown at current CO2 conditions (Gerhart and Ward, 2010). Thus, the
temporal continuum of atmospheric CO2 levels influencing the ability of plants to
produce defense compounds since the LGM may have shifted from a C-limiting effect to
phenotypical variability of resource allocation when C is not limiting.
The absence of resin ducts and reduction of monoterpenes observed in LC plants poses
new complexities to using these indicators in paleo-reconstructions. Resin ducts and
terpenes have many paleobiology applications. For example, the isotopic composition of
terpenes found in sediments are used in paleoenvironmental reconstructions (Huang et
al., 2013) and can help identify diet and feeding mode of herbivores (Danner et al.,
2017), while the wall thickness of epithelial cells surrounding ducts is considered a key
feature for fossil diagnosis (Wu and Hu, 1997). Resin duct presence or absence, and the
number of ducts and their area, have been commonly used for species assignment of plant
fossils (Meijer, 2000; Obst et al., 1991; Weng and Jackson, 1999). My findings, however,
bring into the question the reliability of this feature when characterizing fossil samples
dating from sub-ambient CO2 periods. Furthermore, it also raises the question whether
other commonly used anatomical features, such as parenchyma rays and the
characteristics of vascular tissue cells, may also be affected by growth at past low CO 2
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concentrations and thus deviate from patterns observed in extant species; such issues
need to be addressed in future low CO2 studies. The adverse effects that conifer resins
can have on herbivores could have played an important role in altering trophic
interactions in the past. For instance, it has been suggested that the migration of spruce in
North America at the end of the Pleistocene may have exposed the now extinct
mastodons to a food source containing resins that those animals were not adapted to
digest (Metcalfe et al., 2013). Our results show that a conifer species grown at CO2 levels
of that time was able to produce resin compounds, but not to the same extent as plants
grown at modern CO2 conditions.

4.6
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Chapter 5

5

General discussion

While atmospheric CO2 concentrations are currently rising above 400 ppm, plants have
experienced CO2 levels below 270 ppm for the past millennia, and levels as low as 180
ppm at the end of the Last Glacial Maximum (Petit et al., 1999). Physiological traits
developed during this period when growth was limited by CO2 availability could have
legacy effects on plant responses to modern and future rapidly increasing CO 2
concentrations (Becklin et al., 2017; Gerhart and Ward, 2010; Sage and Coleman, 2001;
Sage and Cowling, 1999). Despite the prevalence of low CO2 conditions in the modern
history of plants, however, the available literature on the subject is not only scarce but
lacks the basic complexity surrounding plant growth in natural environments: interactions
with other abiotic and biotic factors. Addressing such gaps is not only necessary to
extend the temporal resolution through which we investigate plant responses to changes
in growth CO2, but can also help generate more accurate inferences based on fossil plant
samples dating from low CO2 periods.
The contribution of this thesis to expanding our understanding of plant development at
low CO2 conditions of the past included investigating how growth at low CO2 interacts
with N availability, since N is one of the most important and limiting nutrients for plant
growth. I also assessed the interaction between low CO2-grown plants and mycorrhizal
fungi, which is arguably plants’ most important living partner in natural ecosystems. I
then further explored how plants balance their growth in C-limited environments by
investigating their ability to allocate resources to secondary metabolites such as defense
compounds.
In Chapter 2, I investigated whether growth and N isotope composition of low CO2grown plants were differently affected by different N sources. I found that the overall
growth among the different N treatments was similar at low growth CO 2, but several of
the variables measured, including δ15N, responded differently to the combined effects of
low CO2 and different N sources. In Chapter 3, I assessed how reduced C availability at
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low CO2 conditions alter the exchange of resources between plants and fungi in
mycorrhizal association. Results showed that plants grown at 180 ppm had a higher
degree of association with the mycorrhizal fungi and benefited from higher N acquisition,
which decreased the δ15N in roots of mycorrhizal plants. In Chapter 4, I explored whether
the ability to produce defense compounds were reduced in low CO2-grown plants
compared to plants grown at modern CO2 conditions. Indeed, growth at low CO2
decreased the production of terpenes, which was accompanied by a reduction in the
ability of needles from low CO2-grown plants to form resin ducts. As discussed below,
put together, these results have several implications for our understating of growth,
photosynthesis, and C and N isotope compositions in plants grown during past low-CO2
environments. Also, as shown in Figure 5.1, the interaction between the environmental
factors influencing growth at low CO2 concentrations discussed in this thesis can affect
plant physiological traits in diverse ways.

5.1

Plant growth and N acquisition at low CO2

As expected in plants grown at low CO2 conditions, there was a strong decline in biomass
production in both Elymus canadensis and Picea mariana grown at sub-ambient CO2
compared to ambient CO2 concentrations, and a higher allocation of biomass to leaves in
relation to roots. To enhance CO2 uptake when CO2 availability is limited, low CO2grown plants favor the production of photosynthetic tissues. My work further establishes
that root growth in plants grown at past low CO2 concentrations is reduced compared to
plants grown at modern conditions. In addition, I offer a new insight to the plant-soil
nutrient dynamics at low CO2 conditions: roots may have explored less soil, but did not
necessarily have reduced access to soil N if they could form mycorrhizal associations. I
found that E. canadensis grown at low CO2 had a higher percentage of roots colonized
with the mycorrhizal fungus Glomus intraradices, and benefited from increased root N
compared to non-mycorrhizal plants grown at low CO2.
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Figure 5.1. Low CO2 effects and their interaction with mycorrhizal association and
N availability on plant traits. The color of the arrows indicates whether the value of the
measured parameter increased (blue), decreased (red), or was unaffected (black).
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More experiments with different species of plants and fungi are necessary to ascertain if
establishing a stronger association with mycorrhizal fungi was a widespread strategy
adopted by plants growing at low CO2 levels of the past. Nevertheless, my observation of
an enhanced mycorrhizal association in low CO2-grown plants is the first empirical
assessment of a possible strategy for enhancing soil nutrient uptake in C-limited
conditions of the past. In this regard, the next step should be to investigate phosphorus
(P) uptake by mycorrhizal plants at low CO2, since arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi also
have a prominent role in mobilizing P to the host plant (Bolan, 1991).
Another aspect of plant N acquisition at low CO2 conditions that I explored was the range
in N sources available for uptake. I expected changes in plant growth and the ability to
assimilate N at low CO2 to vary depending on the N source available, due to the influence
that decreased C assimilation and enhanced photorespiration have on N assimilation
(Bloom et al., 2010, 2014; Busch et al., 2018). While photosynthetic parameters in E.
canadensis fertilized with NO3- had a performance closer to fully fertilized plants in
comparison to plants that received NH4+-only or a half-fertilization, changes in biomass
or N concentration among the different N treatments were minimal. These results showed
that low CO2 limits growth and N assimilation regardless of the N source available,
unless, as discussed above, N acquisition is facilitated by an extrinsic source such as
mycorrhizal association. Nonetheless, mycorrhizal interactions at low CO2 conditions
exposed to different N sources should be investigated and may provide surprising results.
Certain species of plants (Alt et al., 2017; Dier et al., 2017) and mycorrhizal fungi
(Breuninger et al., 2004; Chambers et al., 1980) thrive better when specific N forms are
available. For example, we observed enhanced cooperation between E. canadensis and G.
intraradices, but if only NH4+ is available, and both symbionts are NO3--preferring
species, the symbiosis could become detrimental if the symbionts were to compete for N
resources.
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5.2

Decreases in photosynthetic rates at low CO2

As CO2 is the substrate for photosynthesis, photosynthetic rates in low CO2-grown plants
is reduced in comparison to plants grown at current CO2 conditions. This effect was
observed in both E. canadensis and P. mariana, and it is a common occurrence across all
plant functional types (Dalling et al., 2016; Sage and Coleman, 2001; Sage and Cowling,
1999; Temme et al., 2013). One strategy observed in low CO2-grown plants to
compensate for low CO2 availability is increased stomatal conductance to allow a higher
influx of CO2 through the stoma (Ehleringer et al., 2005; Temme et al., 2013; Ward et
al., 1999). I found, however, that neither E. canadensis nor P. mariana adopted this
strategy; one possible explanation for this finding is that enhanced stomatal conductance
can also result in increased water loss. Nevertheless, the observation that the number of
stomata produced by E. canadensis was affected by growth at low CO2 and reduced N
availability indicates that stomatal anatomy may change even if conductance rates are not
altered. This finding is particularly relevant when using stomatal anatomy and density as
paleo-indicators to infer past low CO2 concentrations.
Another aspect of photosynthetic gas exchange that has been poorly explored in low CO2
studies is changes in maximum carboxylation rates by Rubisco (Vcmax) and maximum
electron transport rates (Jmax). To our knowledge, only four studies have directly
measured Vcmax and Jmax in plants grown from seed at low CO2, and only herbaceous
species have been measured. The scarcity of data makes it difficult to form generalized
assumptions, but it seems that Vcmax may be more responsive in herbaceous species grown
at low CO2 than Jmax. Tissue et al. (1995) observed increased Vcmax rates in Abutilon
theophrasti, while a decrease in Vcmax in Solanum dimidiatum was found by Anderson et
al. (2001), but in both cases Jmax was unaffected. Both parameters, however, decreased in
Alloteropsis semialata (Ripley et al., 2013), while both were unaffected in Hordeum
spontaneum and Triticum boeoticum (Cunniff et al., 2017). It is therefore particularly
interesting that I found for P. mariana, an evergreen tree, that Jmax was lower in low CO2
compared to ambient CO2-grown plants, while Vcmax was unaffected. Thus, future low
CO2 studies examining Vcmax and Jmax in different plant functional types are necessary to
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establish a more solid baseline of changes in photosynthetic physiology for low CO2
conditions of the past.

5.3

Mycorrhizae and N availability influence C and N

isotope compositions at low CO2
I presented here the first C and N isotope measurements of plant tissues from plants
associated with a mycorrhizal fungus grown at low CO2 conditions. The mycorrhizal
association was stimulated in low CO2-grown plants compared to plants grown at ambient
conditions, which resulted in increased discrimination against
15

13

C in leaves and against

N in roots. The shift in δ13C by –2.7 ‰ when comparing mycorrhizal to non-

mycorrhizal plants grown at low CO2 is substantial, to the extent that it could confound
inferences based on this indicator. For example, Beerling and Jolley (1998) used the
decline in δ13C of about –3‰ in fossil pollen from Inaperturopollenites hiatus, an extinct
conifer species, dating from the Palaeocene/Eocene transition (between 58 and 55 Mya)
as a proxy to confirm a spike in atmospheric 12CO2 that occurred during that period. The
association between conifers and mycorrhizal fungi is widespread in extant species
(Björkman, 1970; Fogel, 1988; Opik et al., 2008), and is well recorded in extinct species
as well (Bomfleur et al., 2013; Schwendemann et al., 2011; Strullu-Derrien et al., 2018).
For instance, Stockey et al. (2001) observed that the arbuscular mycorrhizal structures
present in the 48.7 My-old extinct conifer Metasequoia milleri are similar to those
present in modern conifers. Thus, if the functioning of this association in ancient species
is similar to modern genotypes, the δ13C of ancient plants could have become more
negative if they acquired the ability to establish mycorrhizal associations. That said, the
ability to establish mycorrhizal association can be abandoned and/or gained over time
(Maherali et al., 2016), which adds complexity to the consideration of this potential
effect.
The mycorrhizal association also decreased root δ15N by –2.7 ‰ in mycorrhizal
compared to non-mycorrhizal plants grown at low CO2. Another observation that
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influenced δ15N when comparing low CO2- to ambient CO2-grown plants was the source
and availability of N for plant uptake. Fertilization with only NO3- decreased leaf δ15N by
1.2 ‰, while plants that received only a half-fertilization were enriched in 15N by 0.8 ‰,
creating a difference of 2 ‰ between these two N treatments. Although it is uncertain if
these changes in isotope discrimination can be additive, in a hypothetical scenario where
mycorrhizal plants also experience N shortage, the shift in N isotope composition could
result in a decrease of –3.5 ‰ in δ15N. Such relatively large shifts in δ15N can skew
interpretations of this indicator, for example, when reconstructing food webs dating from
low CO2 periods, especially considering that the standard discrimination against

15

N

between trophic levels is 3.4 ‰ (Minagawa and Wada, 1984; Post, 2002). Adding the
potential presence of a mycorrhizal association to paleo-reconstruction models may also
help elucidate abnormal δ15N found in ancient herbivores. For instance, the δ15N in bulk
collagen remnants from the woolly mammoth (Mammuthus primigenius), dating from the
end of the Pleistocene (about 11,700 ya), was distinct from other herbivores, but similar
to the carnivores that lived at the same area as the mammoth (Szpak et al., 2010). It has
been suggested that the unexpected 15N-enrichment could be attributed to an isotopically
distinct food source (Schwartz-Narbonne et al., 2015). In contrast, Drucker et al. (2003)
observed that the δ15N in red deer (Cervus elaphus) collagen found at Rochedane
(France) decreased over the Terminal Pleistocene-Early Holocene (13,000 to 8,000 ya)
by more than –6 ‰. The authors concluded that changes in environmental conditions,
such as increased rainfall, could not explain this variation, but hypothesized that
variations in the δ15N of the plants consumed caused by changes in N acquisition during
that period may have affected the δ15N of the red deer.
Thus, I advocate that incorporating possible N sources available for uptake and the
possibility of mycorrhizal associations into interpretation of C and N isotope
compositions of ancient plant samples will enhance the ecological accuracy of prediction
based on these indicators. In this case, soil characteristics can be used to determine which
N conversion process are more likely (Amundson et al., 2003; Brady and Weil 2013),
and the presence of mycorrhizae can be established by examining the fossils themselves
(e.g., Allen et al., 2006; Strullu-Derrien and Strullu, 2007; Krings et al., 2013; Taylor et
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al., 2015) or determining whether the species commonly establishes mycorrhizal
associations (Brundrett, 2009, 2002; Öpik et al., 2006; Wang and Qiu, 2006).
Here I investigated only one biotic (mycorrhizal fungi) and one abiotic (N availability)
environmental factor individually. Including other environmental variables and their
interactions could provide new insights to how we use isotopes in paleo-ecological
reconstructions. For instance, modern plants experiencing water stress are usually more
enriched in

15

N than well-watered plants (Raimanová and Haberle, 2010; Yousfi et al.,

2012) and this enrichment can be accentuated by growth at elevated CO2 (Serret et al.,
2018). However, we have no information if growth under low CO2 conditions of the past
can also intensify changes in δ15N of plants under water stress.

5.4

Paleoecology implications of mycorrhizal associations

and reduced chemical defense
The observation that plants grown at low CO2 increase the N concentration of their roots
when associated with mycorrhizae, without reducing their C content, suggests that
mycorrhizal plants in the past may have presented higher nutritional value to herbivores.
There are reports of modern primary consumers benefiting from higher nutrient access by
feeding on mycorrhizal plants (Currie et al., 2011; Gange et al., 1999), and such a
preference in the past may have been more common if certain herbivores were able to
recognize this higher nutritional value. Thus, identifying whether producers were
mycorrhizal species could help improve the characterization of nutrient transfer between
trophic levels.
Another effect caused by growth at low CO2 observed for the first time in this thesis
involved the anatomy of resin ducts in a conifer. Resin ducts in needles of low CO 2grown plants were smaller, or in some cases, absent. Thus, it is not surprising that terpene
production also declined, especially the major monoterpenes that constitute the resin of P.
mariana. There is uncertainty regarding the extent to which terpene production will be
affected by CO2 concentrations above current concentrations (Loreto et al., 2001;
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Penuelas et al., 1997; Williams et al., 1994). As low CO2 restricts primary metabolic
functions, however, it is likely that concentrations of secondary metabolites, such as
terpenes, will decline under these conditions. If most plants growing in the past at low
CO2 conditions had a reduced capability to chemically defend themselves against
herbivores, certain relationships between producers and primary consumers in the past
probably differed from modern ones. Certain food sources may have been more palatable
at the end of the LGM than they currently are, and their palatability may have decreased
as CO2 increased. Such observations support a current hypothesis that the expansion of
spruce in North America at the end of the LGM exposed the mastodon to toxins present
in needle resins that those animals were not adapted to digest (Metcalfe et al., 2013). As
CO2 concentrations have been rising steadily since the LGM, spruce trees may have
slowly increased their resin production, which may have contributed to the extinction of
this mega-herbivore.

5.5

Future work

In order to achieve a better characterization of photosynthetic performance under Climited conditions of the past, future work should investigate the photosynthetic
physiology of species from different functional types, especially photosynthetic capacity,
with measurements of Vcmax and Jmax in less explored PFTs such as tropical species.
Nutrient acquisition at past low CO2 concentrations is also poorly characterized. While I
assessed N acquisition at low CO2, the impact of a low CO2 environment on other
essential nutrients such as P should also be investigated. Such investigations should take
into account the importance of mycorrhizal association to the dynamics of soil nutrient
uptake. In this regard, investigating other mycorrhizal types, such as ectomycorrhizae, is
also necessary to confirm if mycorrhizal associations ubiquitously benefit nutrient
acquisition in low CO2-grown plants.
Growing different species of mycorrhizal plants, as well as plants with different Npreferences, at past low CO2 conditions can also help improve the characterization of
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ancient food webs and nutrient transfer between trophic levels, especially when using C
and N isotope compositions. Discrimination against

15

N in E. canadensis grown at low

CO2 changed depending on the N source available, but it is unknow how the δ15N of a
NH4+-preferring species could change if only NO3- is available, especially in an
environment where NO3- reduction is potentially facilitated by higher photorespiration.
Adding further to this scenario, the presence of a mycorrhizal fungus would likely change
δ15N from its source to the final signal in plant tissues. Whether discrimination against
15

N would increase or decrease, however, is uncertain; it is unclear if the symbiosis

would enhance cooperation at low CO2 or become detrimental if the symbionts have to
compete for N resources.
Considering that some needles of P. mariana were unable to form resin ducts,
investigating the leaf anatomy of plants grown at low CO2 is also necessary to assess
which anatomical features used in the identification of leaf fossils from low CO 2 periods
are a reliable indicator of species identity. Further explorations of whether C allocation to
secondary metabolic functions is the main cause inhibiting resin duct formation should
also be carried out. For instance, the combined effects of C-limitation at low CO2 and
reduced soil N availability may constrict the ability of plants to produce N-based defense
compounds (i.e., alkaloids) but not necessarily the formation of resin ducts compared to
low CO2-grown plants that are not N limited.
Lastly, a major caveat in low CO2 studies is whether modern plant genotypes can
adequately represent the response of ancient genotypes to past low CO2 levels. One
possibility to verify if the behavior of modern plants differs or not from their ancient
relatives growing at low CO2 concentrations would involve examining preserved ancient
plants, or even ‘resuscitating’ ancient species when feasible. For instance, using seeds
and fruits excavated from fossil burrows preserved in the Siberian permafrost dating from
30,000 years ago, Yashina et al. (2012) was able to grow healthy, sexually reproducing
plants of Silene stenophylla. That said, while ancient species may be the ideal subject in
low CO2 studies, using modern genotypes is the most accessible, if not the only, available
option. Besides, as shown in this thesis, modern plants still present the capacity to
acclimate to sub-ambient CO2 conditions.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Modified Hoagland’s recipe for each fertilization regime. A. fullstrength NO3-/NH4+ mix fertilizer (full); B. full-strength, NO3--only fertilizer (nitrate); C.
a full-strength NH4+-only fertilizer (ammonium); D. half-strength NO3-/NH4+ mix
fertilizer (half). The concentration of the stock solution of each compound (mol), based
on its molecular weight (g/mol), was calculated for one liter of water (g/L) and adjusted
in order to achieve the desired concentration of each element (mol/L).
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A.
Mol.
Weight
(g/mol)

Stock
solution
(mol)

Stock
solution
(g/L)

Final stock
solution
(mL)

NH4H2PO4

115.08

1

115.08

1

0.12

NH4Cl

53.49

1

53.49

2.95

0.77

74

1

74

3

Ca(NO3)2. 4(H2O)

236.16

1

236.16

2

MgSO4

246.49

1

246.49

0.5

CoCl2

237.95

0.001

0.24

0.5

H2BO3

61.84

0.025

1.55

0.5

MnSO4

169.01

0.002

0.34

0.5

0.09

ZnSO4

287.55

0.002

0.58

0.5

0.05

CuSO4

249.71

0.0005

0.12

0.5

0.06

MoN2O4

241.95

0.0005

0.12

0.5

Fe - EDTA

346.08

0.02

6.92

0.5

138

0.005

0.69

1

full

KCl

NaH2PO4
Final
concentration of
the element
(mol/L)

Element (mol/L)
N

K

Ca

P

S

Mg

Na

Cl

B

Mn

Zn

Cu

Mo

Co

Fe

0.26
1.93
1.58

0.12

1.42
0.34
0.06

0.05
0.07

0.12
0.08
0.16
0.11
0.13

0.029

0.20
0.08
0.22

1.04

1.58

0.34

0.48

0.16
0.28

0.05

0.16

3.42

0.08

0.16

0.11

0.13

0.20

0.12

0.08
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B.

KNO3

Mol.
Weight
(g/mol)
101.1

Stock
solution
(mol)
1

Stock
solution
(g/L)
101.10

Final stock
solution
(mL)
2.9

N
0.40

NaNO3

84.99

1

84.99

3

0.49

KH2PO4

136.09

1

136.09

1.6

Ca(NO3)2. 4(H2O)

236.16

1

236.16

2

MgSO4. 7(H2O)

246.49

1

246.49

0.5

138

0.005

0.69

0.5

CoCl2. 6(H2O)

237.95

0.001

0.24

0.5

H2BO3

61.84

0.025

1.55

0.5

MnSO4. (H2O)

169.01

0.002

0.34

0.5

0.09

ZnSO4. 7(H2O)

287.55

0.002

0.58

0.5

0.06

CuSO4. 5(H2O)

249.71

0.0005

0.12

0.5

0.06

MoN2O4. 2(H2O)

241.95

0.0005

0.12

0.5

Fe - EDTA

346.08

0.02

6.92

0.5

nitrate

NaH2PO4

Final
concentration of
the element
(mol/L)

Element (mol/L)
K
1.12

Ca

0.46
0.12

P

S

Mg

0.06

0.05

Na

Cl

B

Mn

Zn

Cu

Mo

Co

Fe

0.35
0.34

0.11

0.08
0.07

0.12
0.08
0.16
0.11
0.13

0.03

0.20
0.08

1.04

1.58

0.34

0.46

0.28

0.05

0.08

0.07

0.08

0.16

0.11

0.13

0.20

0.12

0.08
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C.
Mol.
Weight
(g/mol)

Stock
solution
(mol)

Stock
solution
(g/L)

Final stock
solution
(mL)

NH4H2PO4

115.08

1

115.08

1.4

N
0.17

NH4Cl

53.49

1

53.49

3.2

0.84

74

1

74

3

CaCl2

110.98

1

110.98

0.95

MgSO4

246.49

1

246.49

0.5

138

0.005

0.69

0.5

CoCl2

237.95

0.001

0.23795

0.5

H2BO3

61.84

0.025

1.546

0.5

MnSO4

169.01

0.002

0.33802

0.5

0.09

ZnSO4

287.55

0.002

0.5751

0.5

0.06

CuSO4

249.71

0.0005

0.124855

0.5

0.06

MoN2O4

241.95

0.0005

0.120975

0.5

Fe - EDTA
Final
concentration of
the element
(mol/L)

346.08

0.02

6.9216

0.5

ammonium

KCl

NaH2PO4

Element (mol/L)
K

Ca

P
0.36

S

Mg

Na

Cl

B

Mn

Zn

Cu

Mo

Co

Fe

2.09
1.58

1.42
0.34

0.30
0.06

0.05

0.11

0.08
0.07

0.12
0.08
0.16
0.11
0.13

0.03

0.20
0.08

1.04

1.58

0.34

0.47

0.28

0.05

0.08

3.89

0.08

0.16

0.11

0.13

0.20

0.12

0.08
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D.
Mol.
Weight
(g/mol)

Stock
solution
(mol)

Stock
solution
(g/L)

Final stock
solution
(mL)

NH4H2PO4

115.08

1

115.08

1

N
0.12

NH4Cl

53.49

1

53.49

0.9

0.18

KNO3

101.1

1

101.10

1

74

2.3

74

1

CaCl2

110.98

1

110.98

0.95

MgSO4

246.49

1

246.49

0.5

CoCl2

237.95

0.001

0.24

0.5

H2BO3

61.84

0.025

1.55

0.5

MnSO4

169.01

0.002

0.34

0.5

0.09

ZnSO4

287.55

0.002

0.58

0.5

0.06

CuSO4

249.71

0.0005

0.12

0.5

0.06

MoN2O4

241.95

0.0005

0.12

0.5

Fe - EDTA

346.08

0.02

6.92

0.5

138

0.005

0.69

1

half

KCl

NaH2PO4
Final
concentration of
the element
(mol/L)

Element (mol/L)

0.19

K

Ca

P
0.26

S

Mg

Na

Cl

B

Mn

Zn

Cu

Mo

Co

Fe

0.59
0.54
1.03

1.09
0.34

0.30
0.06

0.05
0.07

0.12
0.08
0.16
0.11
0.13

0.03

0.20
0.08
0.22

0.53

1.57

0.34

0.48

0.16
0.28

0.05

0.16

2

0.08

0.16

0.11

0.13

0.20

0.12

0.08
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Appendix B. Carbon isotope composition of leaves (δ13Cleaf) and roots (δ13Croot) in each inoculation and growth CO2 treatment,
adjusted to a common value (–8.4‰) for atmospheric CO2 in the growth chambers. Means ± SE, n = 12.

δ 13C (‰, VPDB)
Inoculation

control

mycorrhizae

CO2
(ppm)
180

Measured
δ13Cleaf

Measured
δ13Croot

Measured CO2
δ13Cchamber

–34.91 ± 0.33

–33.01 ± 0.22

–8.72 ± 0.39

270

–31.91 ± 0.34

–30.84 ± 0.30

400

–36.37 ± 0.14

180

Correction
to –8.4‰

Adjusted
δ13Cleaf

Adjusted
δ13Croot

0.32 ± 0.01

–34.59 ± 0.33

–32.69 ± 0.22

–7.80 ± 0.41

–0.60 ± 0.01

–32.51 ± 0.34

–31.44 ± 0.30

–35.03 ± 0.17

–11.23 ± 0.13

2.83 ± 0. 01

–33.54 ± 0.14

–32.20 ± 0.17

–35.93 ± 0.29

–33.96 ± 0.33

–8.72 ± 0.39

0.32 ± 0.01

–35.61 ± 0.29

–33.64 ± 0.33

270

–35.30 ± 0.32

–33.36 ± 0.35

–7.80 ± 0.41

–0.60 ± 0. 01

–35.90 ± 0.32

–33.96 ± 0.35

400

–37.57 ± 0.24

–36.25 ± 0.36

–11.23 ± 0.13

2.83 ± 0. 01

–34.74 ± 0.24

–33.42 ± 0.36
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